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ABSTRACT

The subject of this thesis is to give guidelines for technical
supervision of ship machinery in the form of:
—a balanced maintenance scheme. which will be used to bind

scheduled maintenance. corrective maintenance and
condition-based maintenance in a coherent plan, which should

fit within the operating constraints of the vessels of our
national fleet. The overall aim is to prevent failure and
improveavailability.
- bases to ensure that the right amountof-spares are held
aboard ships.
—Recommendingmethods to ensure that a good quality

of fuel

is supplied and handled properly before it is burnt.

- meansfor organized practical training to build up
experience of shore staff and ship's personnel.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction
The technical supervision of ship machinery is a procesg
requiring the performance of several functions through the
possession of a specific set of professional skill using
certain techniques. These functions are planning. organizing,

analysing, directing and controlling of the activities required
in the process.
Planning: is the process of developing a philosophy of
supervising ship machinery. This phi1osophy_is characterized by

beliefs, values and attitudes in planning, setting objectives,
devising Short and long range strategies

objectives.

to achieve these

Organizing: is the process of achieving coordinated effort,
through the creation of a structure of tasks, and execution of
sequences as a function of time.

Controlling: is the process of evaluating the actual
performance against established standards, and correcting
deviations.
Analysing: is the process of interpreting causes of deviation,
based on subjective or objective data, through which standards
are modified.
Directing: is the process of leading, advising, and motivating
through effective methods of communication.
The technical supervision in a very real sense has the role of

the keystone. if its position lies at the critical stress area.
i.e between the standards and the actual conditions. Therefore,
employing appropriate standards and getting continous feedback
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are necessary.

achieved.

if Progress toward goal accomplishment 15 to be

I intend to illustrate

those factors that contribute in the

technical supervision Process. within the limit of my
objectives which will be covered in the following chapters_

1.0 Objectives
To illustrate maintenance systems technique that can be used to
achieve appropriate ship machinery availability which should
fulfill maker recommendations.classification society and
administration requirements, to ensure the highest level of
safety and optimumoperational performance.

This will include the following:
1. Necessity maintenance, which must be done to enable ships to

conform to the standards of the classification

administration.

society and

2. Optimization maintenance concerning the efficiency of
machinery such as minimumfuel and lubricant consumption, which
spares are used. In addition break downs are minimised.

3. Formulation of work plans and provision of control to
achieve the desired results, i.e the more maintenance is
planned and the more information is available about the state
of ship machinery, the less guesswork there will be in the
planning of maintenance tasks.

4. Flexibility, that is to say. by employingperformance
monitoring and faults diagnostic equipment, the machinery
condition is assessed objectively. In this wayunnecessary
maintenance of machinery when it is performing well can be
avoided.
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5. Development and operation of spares control system.

6. Fuel handling in terms of operating practice with a fuel
system such as fuel treatment. segregation, analysis and

quality control.

2.0 The present state of the technical supervision of ship
machinery can be described in brief as follows.
1. Functions: to follow ships and machinery. specially the
critical ones. to arrange to supply spares, stores, and
lubricants. and to arrange for repairs.

2. Activities: are associated with the functions carried out
between the superintendent engineers and the ship's staff. From
time to time their work is supplemented by assistance from
outside experts and special facilities, such as drydocks,
shipyards, and engine makers. In addition both shore and
shipboard staff work closely with the classification society
and administration.
3. Maintenance system: corrective maintenance is the most
dominant system used on board ships, except for main engines
and auxiliary engines where maintenance is almost always based
on running hours.

The key to machinery maintenance is usually the chief
engineer's attitude. as it almost always depends on the

shipboard staff initiative.

Since there is no clear maintenance

system in our shipping company the programme to be followed

will reflect the chief engineer's philosophy. If a relief is
sent in. the programmewill change to reflect the new chief
engineer's experience and whims.
Generally he will use his commonsense to identify new
problems. and concentrate on those areas from which most
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Probleme W111eYi6e- However. without a more structured

approach. it is likely that other potential problemareas will
not be addressed.
4. Data collection: there are a numberof reports required by
the technical department during each complete voyage.
These reports are listed below:

a. Engineers 109 abstracts.

not totally utilized.

reported on a standard form. It is

b. Voyage reports, comprising the performance of machinery,
remedies and recommendations to avoid future break downs.

delays in ports due to technical reasons. repairs carried out
by shore based work shops. crew behaviour and performance.
These reports are worked out by the chief engineer based on his
knowledge and experience.

c. Fuel and lubrication. oil statement. listed on a standard
form. Its capacity is limited to quantity consumed.received
and remaining during the complete voyage.
d. Boiler and cooling water analysis,

listed on a standard

form.

a. Voyage shipboard work undertaken, there is no standard form

used for this report. It is left to the chief engineer's
knowledge and experience.

'

f. C S M items and surveys carried out.

g. Spare parts used.

h. Stores and supplies received.
i. Guarantee claims.
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J. Spares requisition.
5. Trend analysis and extrapolation

is limited.

CHAPTER II

000 Of the major goals of maintenance systems is to mjnjmgze

causes of failure. failure rate and its consequencesin order
to keep machinery operating safely and performing efficiently.
Thus. prior to choosing a maintenance system it is necessary
to consider the following.

1.0 Failure nature
Failure

is commonlydefined as break down. A unit or part may

suffer a failure initially or during service for a variety of
reasons. Someof these reasons are;
- it does not perform the required functions;
- it does not give the specified output;
- it wears out before its designed working life;
- it breaks downduring service.
I

Experience indicated that the cause of failure is usually one
or a combination of certain features that increase the cyclic
loading or reduce the endurance of the part to a level at which
initial or service failure is inevitable. Manyfailures stem
from two principal faults; neglect to take account of
significant cyclic loading in the design and neglect to take
account of defect features that reduce radically the fatigue

strength of parts.
Most faults. however. are caused by :
—neglect of cyclic service loading:

- resonant vibrations and torsional load:
- increase of service cyclic loading due to wear or
maloperation;
material defect;
- unsatisfactory weld and surface deposits; or
—corrosion and fretting.(1)
2.0 Failure models
With respect to an item's life cycle. we can distinguish
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between three main models of failure.
2.1 Chance failure

(purely random)

It 19 th° °XP°Ti°nC° With 0 Very wide range of components and

items that. under their normal operational conditions and
during their normal operating life. they do not reach a point
of wear out failure at some likely time that could be c¢11ed
“°1d'°9°"- 0" the Contrary. a given item is as likely to fail
in 6 given Weekshortly after installation or manymonths

later. In short. the probability of failure is constant and
independent of running time; the item is always effectively
as good as new. Very often such behaviour indicates that the
cause of failure is external to the item.

A failure feature of this type indicates that the failure
mechanismis

process-related

to maloperation or poor design

(2).
A simplified model of such a failure

2.2 Running in failure

is indicated by Figure (1)

(an early failure model)

It is the experience with many types of equipment that the
probability of failure is found to be muchhigher during the
period immediately following installation or maintenance than

during its subsequent useful life.
Someof the items are manufactured Br installed with built—in
defects which show up during the running-in stages. Those that
survive this stage without failure were without such defects to
begin with; they go on to exhibit the sort of time-dependent
failure probability (the equipment is not improvingwith age,
some items merely start off with a better chance of survival

than others).
A failure feature of this type indicates that the failure
mechanismis manufacture. assembly, or recondition-related.
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(2)

Fi9ure (2.3) illustrates the failure mechanism.in the case of
design it is with anticipated wear, and without anticipated

wear.

2.3 Age dependent failure

(wear out failure)

The age dependent failure is caused by a critical failure which
is developed from a defect due to some faults during operation,
This defect is denoted as a primary failure. It is defined as
an occurance or circumstance which worsen the deterioration

rate considerably.
Thus age—dependent failure

consists

of two main elements;

—the probability for a defect or a primary-failure to arise;
and

‘

- the time involved for this defect to develop to a critical
failure. (3)

Figure (4) illustrates

the notation primary failure and

developing time (TD) to a critical

failure when the design is

with unexpecteddeterioration. Figure (5) illustrates

the

notation primary failure and developing time (TD)to a critical
failure whenthe design is with anticipated deterioration due
to wear out.

3.0 Failure rate during a single item life cycle. Manypieces
of mechanical equipment demonstrate a drastic change in failure
rate throughout their life as is shownin Figure (6).
This curve is knownfor obvious reasons as the "bath tub

curve". It consists of three failure rates.
The first part is the decreasing failure rate. The machineryis
quite new and teething problems are occurring due to faultY
installation,
or poor manufacturing and maintenance. However.

as these teething problems are rectified.
downin a frequency of failure.
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the machinerysettles

The Second Part Tepresents the period at which the machinery
and components are relatively new.

Under perfect working condition it will be exposed to chance
failure. If this is not the case failure maytake place 1n the
form of Primary failure that will develop to take the form of

critical failure.

The middle range is sometimes called the useful life of a
Single item life CYCle. during which the preventive
maintenance techniques offer the most benefit.

The final part; failure rate increases due to the increasing
occurence of wear out. In most of the cases the failure is made
up of an element of random failure and element of wear out

failure (4.5).

4.0 Failure prediction

4.1 Failure statistic
The main reason for using failure statistics is to knowthe
mean time between failure (MTBF)probabilistic variable.
The accuracy of such a probabilistic variable depends on the
amount. precision, and dispersion of data collected during a
life cycle of items that should have the same design

specification and operating conditions.
The above mentioned requirements for accuracy of probabilistic
variable are quite difficult to collect in a shipping company
with a limited number of ships due to the fact that a small
number of items that have the same design specification are
available under the same operating condition. A long time is
required to collect a good amount of data.

With reference to failure models and their distribution
functions, such as exponential distribution. This distribution
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is associated with early life failures during running-in
period. There is no scope for predicting early t¢;1ur..
statistically because of their nature. In the case of
rectangular distribution the cause of chance failure is a
combination of random circumstances. It is not possible in any
rational Wayto Predict the time at which such events will
occur.
In the case of normal distribution which is used as a model to
describe wear out failures in a mechanical system. such
failures are the result of time dependent mechanismssuch as

corrosion. deterioration.

or mechanical wear.

Thus the scope of predicting failure, statistically,

without

having a resonable amount of data with a good precision and

dispersion during its collection, is quite limited.
However. it is necessary to rely on maker recommendations and
experience in implementing scheduled maintenance, adding to

that the use of condition monitoring techniques i.e.
performance monitoring, samples analysis and trend analysis.
The use of diagnostic technique claimed enough reliability to
predict and detect failure, except whenfailure rate is
constant (chance failure).
In this case the only way to predict failure is by functional

testing or non-destructive testing.
Functional testing is mostly applied to check system function
before use. This meansthat the failure still exists but the
consequences might be less.
Non-destructive testing is more commonlyused to predict the

causes of this failure. exclusively for material defects.
4.2 Choice of monitoring aPProach

For any particular failure modethe choice of monitoring
approach rests on the relative costs of the feasible
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operations. the nature of the potential g.11ur, mod, the
criticelitv of the equipment itself, and the lead time
required.
1. The nature of the potential failure mode; refer to sectlon
1.0. 2.0). The nature of failure mode is very Important to know
in Order to U30 the right tYPe of monitoring technique (the

right sensors) that will predict the failure occurencewithin
the required lead time.

2. Criticality
A piece of equipment is “critical” if the function of the
ship's machinery depends upon it. e.g. an active component.
By an active component is meant energy transforming components

such as pumps, fans. electric

motors. generators, combustion

engine, turbine and boilers.
The criticality
nature of this equipment may be reduced by
providing redundancy in the form of a system or component

ability to maintain or restore its function whena failure has
occurred. In other words if a given componentfails. its
function is taken over by another component. A stand by pump is
a typical example of redundancy.

Due to economic and space constraints in some cases redundancy
cannot be arranged, e.g. main engine or boiler, whereas

corrective or predictive maintenance which entails taking a
critical equipment out of service puts the plant out of
action, a lead time is required which is sufficient to allow
the preventive maintenance always to be undertaken in port. For
the redundant equipment. this is less important. (3,6)
3. Failure lead time
Lead time is defined as the extent in time to which failure can
be predicted.
Lead time is Perhaps the most important variable involved in
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the identification

of suitable condition monitoring methods.

It mU9t 50 Ct loﬂﬂt equal to the time needed to plan and

arrange the work together with safety margin to cater for
1DdCCUrB¢Y
in the failure Prediction. Because of this need the
lead time must be as large as possible and must exceed the

decision response time.
Essentially the above mentioned is the required function of
condition monitoring to Predict the point at which a failure
will occur early enough for the necessary preventive
maintenance to be carried out at the next convenient
opportunity.
In general a failure which can be rectified at sea by the crew
is less important in terms of lead time than one which can only

be rectified

in port. This holds for both critical and

redundant equipment. (6)

'

5.0 Failure Prevention.
5.1 Selection of maintenance systems.
As with all forms of preventive maintenance. the objective of
condition monitoring and condition based maintenance is to

reduce the risk of failure.
Preventive maintenance can achieve a great deal in this
respect. but the problem is to knowwhere to stop.

It is suggested that the real criterion is cost, and that the
optimum is reached when the sum of.the costs of preventive
maintenance and corrective maintenance. together with
associated consequential costs, are at a minimum.

The precise relationship

between maintenance cost and failure

risk is difficult to arrive at. but if the best possible
monitoring system is to be decided, it is necessary to explore

their relationship for the wholeplant.
Whereadequate historical

maintenance and cost records are
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available. analysis of these should do muchto identity the
equipment which gives rise to large costs of maintenance and
oft-hire and to identify the failure modesresponsible. If such
records are not available. an analytical process, using
whatever data can be provided by manufacturers or

classification society. must be substituted.
In pursuing a balanced maintenance system, it is therefore
necessary to design a scheme which will unite scheduled
maintenance, corrective maintenance and condition based
maintenance in a coherent plan fitted within the operating
constraints of the vessel. The overall aim must be to prevent

failure and improvethe availability.
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CHAPTER III

1.0 Maintenance concept
The maintenance concept is defined as the combination of Q11

technicﬂl ﬁnd Corresponding administrative actions intended to
restore an item to a state in which it can perform its required

function.

2.0 Corrective maintenance

It is defined as all those activities. the aims of which are to
correct faults that have already occurred. i.e restore broken
downmachinery to a satisfactory condition.
Corrective maintenance action can be planned, which is usually
carried out as reconditioning parts of machinery before it
breaks down, or unplanned, which is usually regarded as repair.

It requires skilled staff and tools, somespare parts stock in
particular for the fraction of cases in which repair is
economically or technically not feasible.
Corrective maintenance is often necessitated by the fact that
the failures turn up at random.
3.0 Planned maintenance system
A planned maintenance system divides machinery maintenance into
weekly, monthly. semi-annual. annual. biennial and quantennial.
It aims to reduce unscheduled repair-work and to improve ship

machineryreliability
3.1 Criteria

and availability for operation.

of a well planned maintenance system.

- It must be comprehensive.
- It must be flexible to allow unscheduled repairs and changes

of periodicity.
- It must be simple to operate.
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- It must include spare parts and necessary etoree management.
—It must permit the building up of a continoue picture of
all equivment.
- It must provide feedback information about costs to the

operators

/\

3.2 Planned maintenance overall operating method. (5)

‘VJ
List of machinery to be maintained

Assessment of maintenance to be

Determining frequency of

carried out Onmachinery

carrying out particular mainten
ance

Creation of master book for maintenance

statements

Overall
work
Programme

Quarterly
work
Progranne
Detailed work
progranne

Update
overall of

4:£

work

periodical
review of
maintenance
statements

_

programme
,

‘

Workcarried out
J’

copy

Work records

created

Ships mainten

Office main

ance file

tenance file
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3.3 Basic element required in planned maintenance

3.3.1 Identification of machinery which deserves to be ;nc1ud¢d
in the planned maintenance system is based on;

- items/systemscriticality.

- machinery continous survey.
3.3.2 Assessment of what maintenance is to be carried out. It
should be based on maker recommendations and operating

experience with similar equipment.
Thus it is necessary to make sure that detailed work
instruction for each maintenance task is included in the
instruction manual for each item;if not, such instruction
should be prepared.
It is necessary to makesure that safety precautions, special
tools required, spares needed, number of working people and
time required to execute the job is mentioned in each

maintenance task instruction.
3.3.3 Determining frequency of carrying out particular
maintenance tasks
In order to determine frequency of carrying out a successive
maintenance operation. a number of factors in addition to those
of technical nature (maker recommendations) should be
considered.

These factors are:
A. Survey cycle maximumlength; in most cases classification

societies require presentation of surveyable items in a
dismantled condition. It will be reasonable to assumethat
survey will be completed at the same time as a planned major

overhaul.
Since the classification

societies demandthat the period

between surveys does not exceed 60 months, then. within reason
surveys can be carried out at lesser intervals than 60 months.
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These will give some latitude
frequency.

in determination of overhaul

B. Relationship between calender time and running hours;

it is desirable for the head office to have the overall control
Of thﬁ mBiDt0nﬂnC0system, and this control

is more readily

achieved by using calender time criteria. Therefore. some
conversion from running hours to calender time is necessary,
e.g for main engine items they are readily achieved by

considering the utilisation of the vessel itself. For item;
where more than one unit is fitted for a given function
(auxiliaries) this becomesmore difficult. The use of a regular
changeover policy will assist in creating a reasonably
effective conversion to calender time.
For items which do not operate continuously such as main air
Compressors. service PumPs. etc.. the conversion will be
possible by the use of operating experience. or running hours

counters.
C. Number of units in each set of machine;
the maintenance work required on a given system will be the
same. irrespective of the number of machines serving the
system.
It will be helpful in each given maintenance task to include
all the work demandedfor the lesser tasks.

Periods between overhauls for those_items functioning in
parallel can be extended if those items are not required to

function in parallel continously.
D. Time intervals required for the control function;
the aim of the control is to leave planning of the maintenance
programme(strategic) in the hands of head office personnel and
the detailed maintenance programme(tactical) in the hands of

the ship's staff.
To achieve this aim it is necessary that office work schedules
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are not created too frequently. The ship's start in .51. to
take account of local conditions (e.g port requirement; on
immobilisation of main engine) in carrying out the uork
schedules. Therefore. the minimumtime interval for the control
function will be ascertained in the order of one to two months

taking into consideration ship's routing. (5)
3.4 Creation of a master book for maintenance statements
A. Indexing is the main problem in creating master bookg for
maintenance statements. It should be designed to allow a speedy
sort of information and to allow condensed imformation transfer
between ships and office. Each item to be maintained should
retain a Unique number. This will ease the work of planning.
recording and analysing.
'
B. Numbering system: A maintenance system requires

arrangementin order to fulfill

a systematic

its objectives.

All items should be logically grouped and identified by using
letters and a decimal coding method, based on certain numbers
of main groups with a certain number of digits for each item
number.

C. It is necessary to adopt formal rules governing the
numbering of components by location whereas all engine units

should be numberedwith respect to the classification

societv

system.
.
Equipment in general should be numbered forward to aft. port to

starboard (this would include inboard and outboard) upper to
lower. (5)

3.5 Creation and implementation of work schedule
A.The overall

work programme should be based upon survey cycle

length required by classification societies. It should detail
inspection. minor overhaul. major overhaul. and survey items
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that should be carried out during the cycle with thgjr
corresponding dates.
B. Through overall

work progranuw the quarterly

work programme

can be readily extracted and listed for ships use.
Maintenance work required in a given period (e.g quarterly)
should be roughly balanced to give reasonably constant work

loads for the ship's staff.

The instruction list would include a list of item code numbers
maintenance tasks to be carried out for all equipment during a
quarter of whole a cycle. (5)

3.6 Creation of reporting procedure
The aim of creating a reporting procedure is;

A. to provide data of operating control for head office:
B. to provide information to the ship's staff of past
maintenance history for particular pieces of equipment;
C. to provide means of continuously updating maintenance

schedules in the light of operating experience.
It should be remembered that the weakest link in the
maintenance control chain is the method by which information is

transferred; therefore. it is essential that the design of
paperwork should be based on ease of completion and

comprehensiveness in its coverage. ,
All measured parameters such as wear rates. running hours.
conditions. abnormalities, labour contents and time taken to
execute the job should be entered fully to allow more detailed

analysis at a later stage. (5)
4.0 Predictive maintenance based on diagnostic techniques
Many of the time consuming routines such as open up and
inspection requirements of planned maintenance Programs can be
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eliminated throuih the use of diagnostic techniques. The
cOnCOPtOf Such 6 Procedure is to monitor condition of

machinery as it is operating.
Through the gathering of certain dues by the us. of tn...
methods. the shipboard engineer can determine the health of a
machine. The purpose of using this technique is not to bypass
the maintenance needed. but to avoid routine interference with
machinery that is running well. Further. this technique can
establish trends in the operating characteristics of machinery
which will indicate whendeterioration is developing so that
timely repair action may be planned and taken. (4)
4.1 Diagnostic techniques employed in predictive maintenance
(condition monitoring)
.
Condition monitoring can be stated to be an assessment on a
continous or periodical basis of the mechanical condition of
machinery equipment and systems from the observation and/or
measurements of selected parameters

4.1.1 Lubrication oil analysis
It is usual for the original charge of lubricating oil to
remain for some years without change in most of the systems

that require a large quantity of oil to be used. due to the
considerable cost of oil.
If the oil is heavily contaminated or has otherwise
deteriorated to the extent where engine failure occurs. the
cost will be very large. Hence. an oil analysis service to
assure that the oil is in good condition or. alternatively. to
advise as an effective diagnostic tool for remedial action in
good time. makes a positive contribution to the efficient
operation of the vessel.

4.1.1.1 Routine oil testing requirements
A. Sampling generally every three or four months gives
satisfactory assurances of machinery condition to be monitored.
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except for a new or reconditioned piece of machinery or
temporarily contaminated lubricant when there would be logical
reasons for an additional sample.
B. Sampling requirements
- The Sample Should be representative of the total oil in the
system. regardless of the sample volume.

- The sample is fully identified and correctly dispatched,
-

The sample should be drawn from a connection that comes

directly out of the main oil supply to the engines.
- Total quantity of oil in circulation is approximately
-

the same at each sampling.
The sample should be taken only when the oil is up to its

operation temperature with the engine running.

4.1.1.2 The significance and interpretation of oil analysis

results

The significance of the results of analytical tests on a sample
of oil can only be assessed if the results of the various tests
are considered together and in relation to the oil's past ana
lytical history and to the conditions of operation. It is

rarely possible to stipulate for any particular test. a limit
ing value at which the oil should be condemnedor passed as fit
for further service. However.the following paragraphs contain
notes on the significance of the various tests conducted under
the Shell Rapid Lubricants Analysis (Shell RLA)method.

It is necessary to follow the manufacturer's advice in setting

lubricant results limits.
Under RLAresults. the limits are given in three categories.
namelynormal-attention-action.

Whenthe results fall within the attention or action limits. it
often requires the experience and judgement of a technical
expert. The decision to act on these results is that of the
ship's chief engineer, supported by the superintendent
engineer.
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A. Viscosity is generally the most important single property of
a machinery lubricant. since it determines not only friction
but also the load-carrying ability of bearing contactg_
The viscosity

of an oil system may change in ﬂervjcg dug ta O11

deterioration and/or contamination. Sooty insolubles and
oxidation will cause an increase in viscosity. while fuel and
WBt0TContﬂminﬂtion may cause either

an increase or a decrease

in viscosity. Accordingly a change in viscosity should be
considered in relation to other test data, such as TANfor 011
oxidation. index of contamination. water content. and closed

flash point for dilution by light fuel and/or cleaning fluids.
If. however. these test data reveal nothing unusual, change in
viscosity may simply indicate an admixture of lubricating oils
in the system.
Decreasing viscosity is obviously of greater importance than
increasing viscosity, in fact a level maybe reached which is

insufficient to maintain full film lubrication, while an
increase of viscosity maybe tolerated without causing

difficulty due to increased fluid friction.

(8)

B. Closed flash point: A drop in a closed flash point indicates
contamination by fuel. It should be noted that, if the
contamination occurs with marine diesel oil or gasoil. the fall
in flash point will be accompaniedby a fall in viscosity.
Contamination by marine fuel oil will often cause a fall in

flash point. but the viscosity will
In neither case can any reliance be
point being used in a quantitative
amountof fuel contamination. since

rarely showa reduction.
placed on the fall in flash
manner, to estimate the
the flash point of the fuel

will normally not be known. (B)

C. Water content: In marine systems. traces of water in the
lubricating oil are inevitable and may comefrom such sources
as salt water from leaking-oil coolers, fresh water from
cylinder and piston cooling water leaking in diesel engines and
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from glands in all types of machinery. from atmospheric

conditions.

The presence of water will. of course. affect the viscosity of
an oil and may give rise to emulsion formation. Water can also
lead to bearing failures. particularly in mediumto high gpegd
diesel engines. Accordingly the water content must be
maintained below an acceptable maximum,usually by centrifuging
for marine system oils.
If there is significant water content in an oil system, it 15
advisable to check the adequacy and effectiveness of the
centrifuging operation. The cause of any undue water
contamination must be traced and eliminated;
D. Total Base Number (TBN) is primarily

a measure of the

ability of an oil to neutralize strong acids caused by the
products of combustion condensing on the cylinder walls. and
hence control wear with heavy duty engine oils. It is also a
guide to effective additive content. and for oils having

alkaline multi-functional additives. gives someindication of
the condition of the oil in respect of the detergent,
antioxidant and anticorrosive antiwear properties of the oil.
During service in a trunk piston engine the TBNof the

appropriate crank oil will fall from its initial value to an
equilibrium level at which it will remain indefinitely unless
operating conditions change. The factors which influence the
equilibrium level are the fuel sulphur content and the oil
consumption. A higher sulphur fuel will cause the TBNto fall
and vice versa. Conversely. an increase in oil consumptionwill
raise the TBNwhile a reduction in oil consumption will cause a

fall in the equilibrium. In addition. if the oil used for
topping up the engine is changed for an oil of higher initial
TBN.the equilibrium level will rise.
The effect of changing these three factors is predictable.
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Assumingthe operating conditions and oil history for an
individual engine are known. a simple calculation will give the
initial TBNof a different oil required to compensatefor
change in fuel sulphur or oil consumption.
Manyengine manufacturers

specify the minimumequilibrium TEN

of the used lubricant and their requirements must be observed.
With additive oils in cross head engine systems. the
equilibrium TBNcan fall to quite low levels without posing any

significant dangers. since at least somealkalinity can be
regarded as being superior to a straight mineral oil having
none. Nevertheless, the level of protection afforded by high
quality grades is reduced and it is recommendedto look for and
rectify the cause of undue of TBNdepletion. Possible depletion
causes are continuous washing, whether deliberate at the
centrifuge or inadvertently by contamination, undue
contamination by acidic cylinder drainings passing piston rings
and piston rod glands. (8)
B. Total Acid Number (TAN) is a measure of the total

acids

present in the oil.
In hydraulic oil these will normally derive only from oil
oxidation (weak acids).
TANis not normally determined on heavy duty engine oils,

however. where straight mineral oil_is used in a diesel engine
system. the TANshould not be allowed to exceed the attention

limit. if there is any indication that the rate of increase is
ravid.
If the TANis only rising slowly at this stage. the oil can
normally be allowed to remain in service until the action limit
is reached. TANmust. however, be considered in relation to
Strong Acid Numbers since the oil should be changed if any
strong acid is found to be present. WhenTANrises prematurely.

it should be urged to investigate and eliminate the cause. e.9
leaking piston rings or glands. as a matter of urgency.
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With hydraulic 0113 in 9ood condition, the TANshould not
exceed the attention limit. However. when such an 011 1,

approaching the end of its useful life. TANwill rise rapidly.
and again it is the rate of increase that dictates the need for
an oil change. If the TANreaches the action limit. it should
certainly be advised to have the oil changed.
The weak acids formed when oil is oxidised do not attack
ferrous metals or white metal, but can cause corrosion of

copper/lead bearings.
"Water washing" helps to reduce the TANof straight

mineral

oil. (8)
F. Strong Acid Number (SAN) in additive engine oils can occur
only if the TBNis zero and in such cases (which are very

rare). the oil should be changed and every effort should be
made to eliminate the source of strong acid.

whenstraight mineral oils or rust/oxidation inhibited oil are
used as system oils. it is possible for strong acids to find a
way into the system by leakage from cylinder oil; and in such

cases, water washing with the centrifuge is effective in
removing such acids. The source of strong acid should be traced
and eliminated. (8)

6. Index of Contamination (IC) from."the blotter spot" adopted
by Shell RLAthe quantity of sooty combustion products in the

oil is computedradically, and these are expressed as percent
weight of the oil. The values are numerically equal to those
obtained by the traditional test method I? 316 in which the
results are reported as percent weight of heptane insolubles.
The presence of such contamination will lead to a rise in the
viscosity of a system oil and mayresult in the formation of
sludge.
Goodcombustion combinedwith suitable purification of the oil
normally minimises the accumulation of these contaminations.
High IC values in crosshead system oils generally indicate
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undue contamination by cylinder drainings that have toung ;h.,r
way into the system by way of deterioration stuffing box

sealing rings

IC values in trunk piston crank case oils which are abnormally
high for the engine type are likely to be due to sooty
combustion and/or faulty centrifuging which should be correctgd
accordingly. (6)

H. Hetaling content is determined spectroscopically.

indicates

the level of trace elements. A change in trace element level in

the oil, or drastic buildup of certain elements can indicate a
need for corrective maintenance.
The existence of metals in lubricating oils according to their
likely origin can be considered in five groups;
- lub.oil additives - calcium. barium. phosphorus. zinc;
—cylinder liner and piston ring wear —iron. chronium.
molybden aluminium;
—bearing wear - tin, lead, copper. aluminium; and
- fuel contamination —aluminium, vanadium. silicon. sodium.
(8.4)
4.1.2 Shock Pulse Mesurement (SPM) is a type of vibration



measuring technique useful for indicating deterioration of some
types of machine elements.
Shock pulses are short duration pressure pulses which are
generated by mechanical impacts. Mechanical impacts occur in

rolling element bearings as a result of irregularities

in

race-ways and rolling element surfaces. The magnitude of the
shocks depends on impact velocity.
The SPH. used to detect and analyze shock pulses. uses two

levels of readings to establish the operating condition of a
bearing:

DBC (Decibel

Carpt value)
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and DBM(Decibel Maximum

value). Basic SPMequipment consists of a special mecer end .
transducer to pick up shock pulses on a bearing.

Surface roughness (small irregularities)
of a normal. properly
lubricated bearing will produce a rapid sequence or mjnoy ghock
pulses. which together constitute the shock carpet of the
bearing. The magnitude of the shock carpet, which gererally is
low, is expressed

by DBC.

Faulty alignment and installation or insufficient lubrication
will reduce the thickness of the oil film in all or parts of a
bearing. This will cause the DBCto rise above normal limits.

Bearing damage.i.e. relatively large irregularities

in roller

and/or race surfaces, will cause single shock pulses of high
magnitudes at random intervals. The highest shock pulse value
measured on a bearing

is the DBM.

By measuring DBCand DBMthe operating

condition

of a bearing

can be established. Variations from normal limits will signal
incipient problems and indicate their nature. Thus they can
form another basis for an effective predictive maintenance
system. (4)

4.1.2.1 Allowable levels for shock pulse measurements
Shock pulse measurements are treated somewhatdifferently from
other types of vibration measurements. Since shock pulse
signals are generally at very high frequencies (around 32 KHz).
they must be measured close to their source and are not

normally susceptible to contamination by extraneous signals.
The term "shock pulse meter" refers to a Proprietary system
offered by a single manufacturer. In this system. a "shock
value” of 1.0 is assigned to particular level of signal
intensity. The "normal" shock value for a given size of bearing
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is found from the expression:
SV - (KXRPM)/400

The factor K is a bearing constant which can be found from the

bearing manufacturer's published data or from expression:
K - (d+(D-d)x0.25)/(

M15—35xU.!55)

where d - bearing inside diameter.

D - bearing outside diameter.
The resulting
relation;

shock value is then converted to decibels by the

SPdB - 20 Log

(SV)

10

The maximumpermissible

shock value is 10 times "normal" shock

value. Converting to decibels. this is 20 dB above the normal
reading. Whenthe shock pulse reading reaches such a value,
maintenance action is indicated. A sharp upward trend in SPdP
may lead to a decision to take maintenance action before the
maximumpermissible value is reached. (4)

4.1.3 Borescope inspection
A borescope is an optical device with a small light at the end
which enables the user to observe conditions in small.
otherwise inaccessible regions. Using fiber optics. the
borescope comesmore into intricate passages to observe, for
example. the buildup of deposits on gas turbine blades, the
erosion of low pressure steam turbine blades by condensation.
or the deterioration of valves in a diesel engine. It can be
fitted with magnifiers to search for stress cracks and with
long extensions to reach regions remote from access holes.
Thus. this is useful in checking the condition of machine
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The borescope is limited to searching for possible failures or
the cause of reduced operating efficiency when a machine is
shut down. It cannot be used to warn of incipient
operating machine. (4)

failure

of an

4.1.4 Thermography
Thermographyis a process for determining variations in the
surface temperature of structure and equipment. With
temperatures above 260 C the relative temperature on a surface
may be indicated by taking a picture on infrared film. at
temperatures below 260 C the wave length of emitted heat is
too low for this method to be sensitive.
Thermographyis valuable for showing poor electrical contacts.
overloaded wiring, overheated bearings. steam leaks,

deteriorating thermal insulation, fire brick deterioration. and
similar problems which produce local heating.

(4)

4.1.5. Vibration monitoring for rotating machines
Every rotating machinehas a characteristic vibration pattern
knownas its vibration signature. The type and condition of
bearing. the balance of rotors. the clearances in bearings
subjected to alternating loadings etc. All are factors which
establish the baseline signature of a machine. As these factors
change with deterioration or failure of machine elements. the
vibration signature of the machine will change.
Vibration signatures are usually measured in regions that are
accessible and where deterioration is most apt to occur. such
as at bearings. Whenproperly interpreted, they can give an

indication of deterioration and incipient failure.
4.1.5.1 Capabilities of vibration measuring instruments
Every vibration

measurement instrument is composed of two

distinct parts. one is a transducer and the other is a signal
processor. The purpose of the transducer is to convert the
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mechanical motion to be measured into a signal which can be
processed by the signal processing equipment. Almost inevitably

the signal produced by the transducer is electrical.

This is

bocauﬂo modern Signal PTOC¢BBin9equipment works on electrical

signals.

The engineers are usually interested in someparticular aspect
of the vibratory motion such as root mean secure (rms.) value
of displacement. the amplitude of various harmonic frequencies
contained in the signal. etc. The purpose of the signal
processor is to provide a description of the desired
characteristics of the vibratory motion on a form of (output)
which can be used for engineering purposes.
1. Type of transducers
There are two different

classes of transducers that should be

distinguished.
The first

class covers those which measure vibratory motion

relative to inertial space, that is a fixed. nonaccelerating
coordinate system. These include all accelerometers and some
velocity measurement transducers. The transducer is designed to
measure motion in one direction only. Anyresponse of the
transducer perpendicular to vibration motion is undesirable.

The second class covers transducers which measure the vibration
motion of one body relative to another. displacement
transducers. Probably the most important vibration transducer
of this class is the proximity detector with small

displacement capability and high resolution. Either capacitive
or inductive phenomenonare used as the basis for such
transducers. However. inductive devices are most widely used to

monitor the relative motion of rotating shafts with respect to
their bearing housings.
2. Signal processing to obtain absolute displacement measures.
The inertia-type transducers do not measure absolute
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displacement of the vibrating body but rather 1‘, veloclty or
0¢¢°1°Y0ti°n- 0" th° °th°? hand. Proximity transducer measures
the relative displacement of the vibrating body. It it is
desired to determine the absolute displacement. with a
inertia-tYPO transducer. then it is possible to integrate the
electrical output of the transducer in the signal processor,
On the other hand. the output signal of an instrument which
measures displacement cannot easily be converted to velocity or

acceleration.

3. Signal processing to restrict bandwidth of transducer output
In vibration measurementsystems it is necessary to restrict
the measurement bandwidth. This may be accomplished through
choice of transducer. or it may be done in the signal

processor.
Neither the inertia-type accelorometer nor velocity transducers
will respond at zero frequency cutoff. However. it is important
that the low frequency cutoff is not so high as to interfere
with faithful transmission of those low frequency componentsof

the vibration signal which are of interest.
A transducer signal tends to have high frequency noise. If the

signal is to be
eliminates high
then a separate
frequency cutoff

integrated, the integrator automatically
frequency noise. If no integration is used.
operational amplifier stage with a high
may be desirable to limit the bandwidth of the

transmitted signal.
Filters not only attenuate signal frequency componentsoutside
the Passband. but they also may cause considerable phase shift
of desired frequency components near the edges of the passband.
Therefore. the passband of any proposed filter circuit must be
considerably wider than the bandwidth which encompasses the
signal to be measured. otherwise. phase distortion of the

desired signal will result.
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4. Broadband measurements

The most elementary form of signal processing is the so called
broadband measurement. In this case. the transducer signal is

integrated if required and bandlimited. The resulting signal
may be rectified, amplified. and subsequently connected to a
meter. Buch meters produce a pointer deflection which is
proportional to the time average of the input voltage.
Depending upon the instrument. a broad band vibration
measurement is either the average of the rectified incoming
signal or the (rms) value. In the case of an average reading
meter. one must discover whether the scale reading is the true
average or is calibrated to give the (rms) value when a pure
sine wave is applied.

5. Decomposition of vibration signal into harmonic components
Any period wave form can be represented by means of a “Fourier
series" which is a sum of sine waves with frequencies which are

multiples of the fundamental frequency. Thus, if the wave
repeats itself every T seconds, the fundamental frequency is
1/T hertz and the Nth harmonic is N/T.

A harmonic wave analyser is essentially a tuned circuit which
transmits only the frequency to which it is tuned. The tuned
frequency can be varied. By varying‘ the tuned frequency over
the bands which contain the harmonics of the vibration signal,
it is possible to determine the amplitude of each of the
harmonic components. Since the harmonics are by definition sine
waves. the output device may read the (rms) value of the
harmonic voltage value. The operator of the analyzer must
determine what it measures in order to convert the signal to

vibration acceleration. velocity %rdisplacement as desired.
Bandwidth is important because it is a measure of the ability
of an analyzer to sort out the various harmonics.
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If bandwidth is too broad. response from two adjacent harmonica
may each be transmitted. and it will be impossible to
distinguish between them. (4)

4.1.5.2 Sources of vibration signals
From a condition monitoring point of view vibration signals in
machines may be divided into two broad classes;
internally generated signals. which mayprovide useful
indications of machine condition: and external signals. usually
transmitted to the machinethrough ship structures.
External signals are usually considered to be undesirable “back
ground noise” since they maymask useful internal signals.
1. Background signals
A. Propeller and shafting:
The primary source of background noise signals in a ship

propulsion and auxiliary machinery plant is the ship propeller
and shafting system. Because the propeller is operating in a
non-homogeneouswake. nearly every ship displays a strong

vibratory excitation at propeller blade rate frequency. This is
defined as the shaft rotational frequency times the numberof
propeller blades. Blade frequency vibration is often measurable
throughout the ship and may be the predominant signal in
measurements taken on the ship machinery components.
Occasionally higher harmonics of the blade frequency are also

significant

and may tend to mask a particular machine's

vibratory signature.
In addition, low frequency background vibratory excitations may
also be produced in the propeller and shafting system at a
shaft rate frequency. These are caused by mass or pitch
unbalance in the propeller or shafting system. Usually the
magnitudes of such signals are significantly less than those at
blade rate frequency.
B. Reciprocating prime movers
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Diolol engine! 0180 may act as sources of background noise

signals. While auxiliary engines are often isolated from the
hull structure by resilient mounts, the need to maintain
precise shaft alignment has so far dictated the propulsion
diesel engines be hard-mounted. As a result. engine- excited
vibrations are transmitted to the hull structure which in turn
may carry them to virtually any part of the ship.
The vibrations of diesel engines are caused by the inherent
design characteristics of reciprocating machines. While careful
choice of firing order and proper arrangement of crank shaft
counter weights can minimize such vibrations, it is not
generally possible to eliminate them completely. The exciting
forces occur primarily at one and two times the crank shaft
RPM.They may consist of vertical and horizontal forces.
moments about the pitch and yaw access. or any combination of

the four.
Since the torque generated by a diesel engine is not uniform,
the engine will also produce torque impulses. The reaction of
the engine block to the impulses frequently is a cause of

undesirable vibration of the ship's structure. For example.
while passing through a “barred speed range" reaction torques
in a large, direct dirive diesel engine produce vibrations
which often can be induced by pressure fluctuations on the hull

caused by propeller torsional vibration.
The predominant frequency of torque impulses will be the
cylinder firing frequency which equals the numberof cylinder
times the shaft RPMin a two stroke engine or one half this

frequency in four-stroke engines. Multiples of this
predominant-frequency may also be strong. weaker impulses may

be detected at other integral multiples of the shaft RPMin
two-stroke engines and at other integral multiples of half the
shaft RPMin four stroke engines.
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C. Other sources

In addition to the engine and propeller. virtually

any nearby

machine can act as a source of background noise for the machine
or component being analyzed due to the abundance of paths for

structure borne transmission of vibration.

2. Internally generated signals
A. Rotating machines

Most usable vibration signals from rotating machinery are
generated at frequencies related to the speed of rotation of
the machine. The fundamental rotation frequences is often the
signal of greatest interest. Its magnitudeis indicative of the
degree of unbalance present. Changes in the amplitude of the
fundamental frequency signals may also be generated by machine
looseness. misalignment, casing distortion/cavitation. or an
open iron in a motor rotor.
The machine conditions noted above can also produce significant
vibratory signals at two and three times the fundamental
rotational frequency sometimesstrong axial as well as lateral
components.

Rotating machinery with blades or vane elements (pumps. fans.

compressors. turbine, etc.) maygenerate vibration signals of
interest at frequencies equal to the numberof blades/vanes
times the running speed frequency. The amplitude and utility of
these signals are strongly influenced by blade/vane versus
rotor/shaft versus hausing/cover mass relationships. Thus, fans
and pumpswith relatively massive blade/vane elements with
respect to their shaft/rotor masses mayyield muchuseful data.
On the other hand, turbines and compressors with blades of
relatively small mass with respect to their rotor/shaft masses
yield vibration signals at the casing which are moredifficult
to sense and measure. and consequently are less useful for
condition monitoring purposes.
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Oil film instability in Journal bearings may produce measurable
Vlbrdtion Ilﬁnelﬂ at 0 frequency equal to 40-50 percent of the
fundamental rotational frequency.
A summary of the most commontype of vibration

signals

generated by rotating machines. together with their most
frequent causes. is given in Figure (1)

B. Ball and roller bearing internally vibration generated

signals
Anti-friction ball and roller bearings generate vibration

signals at a numberof frequencies related to their running
speed and geometry. They also generate harmonics of those
frequencies as well as broad-band noise which can be related to

the condition of the rolling surfaces. Balls rolling over rough
surfaces generate impulse type noise which may extend well into
the ultrasonic frequencies. These can be detected and analyzed
by instruments of the shock pulse type.

C. Reciprocating machines
In reciprocating machines. vibration signals generated by Crank

shaft related faults are generally not useful to a vibration
analyst because they cannot be separated from inherent
vibrations of the rotating and reciprocating masses. There are.
however, many other events occurring in and around the

cylinders which generate intermittent vibration signals. These
include valve action. injector opefation. etc.
D. Other effects
There are a number of other machine faults which do not have

vibration signals associated with them. for example uniform
erosion of (or deposits on) the blades of a turbine rotor may
not produce a measurable imbalance. (4)

4.1.5.3 Separating signals from noise (signal identification)
It is necessary for any shipboard predictive maintenance
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programmeusing vibration monitoring to have the ability to

identify and utilize the vibration signals generated within a
machine without being misled by the background noise discussed

in (backgroundsignal section).

1. Susceptibility to signal contamination
Depending on the characteristics of machine moving parts.
casing. and foundation as well as its location in the ship, a
particular machine may be more or less susceptible to

contamination of its vibration signals by externally generated
background noise. In general. the following types of machines

are relatively free of signal contamination;
- machines on soft spring mountings;
The most serious problems of signal contamination are generally

associated with;
—small. light-weight machines:
- machines hard-mounted to steel foundations; and

- machines located in areas of high structural vibration, such
as steering gear flats. aft engine rooms, etc.
2. Signal contamination surveys
The presence or absence of signal contamination will influence
the type of instrument selected for monitoring, the conditions
under which measurements should be taken. and the criteria to
be used in determining the need for maintenance action.

Therefore. it is important to conduct an initial vibration
survey. using a sophisticated type of spectrum anlyzer, to
establish the degree of signal contamination present at each
machine before developing a detailed monitoring plan for the
engineering plant. This initial investigation can be the
baseline survey which will be described in a latter section. To
conduct the investigation effectively the characteristic range
of frequencies of each machine (or other source of vibration)
should be known.

As discussed in section (sources of vibration signals). most
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rotating machinevibration will occur at orders. integral
multiples.

of the machine RPM.On the other hand. most

background noise will occur at orders. multiples or half
nultivles. of main engine or propeller RPM.Occasionally,
signals will be detected at other frequencies as well. These
can usually be traced to nearby machines. particularly when
several machines are mounted on a commonstructural

foundation.

platform or

Identification of individual peaks can be confirmed by changing
the rotating speed of each suspected signal source. If the

peaks are correctly identified. their frequencies will shift in
proportion to the speed change. This shift is easiest to
visualize using a real time analyzer with an oscilloscope
display but can also be detected with less sophisticated
devices.
A useful technique for understanding the effect of the
foundation design on the vibration behaviour of shipboard
machinery is a “coast-down" measurement. This consists of
watching or plotting the amplitude of vibration as a function
of both time and machine speed after shutting off power to the
prime mover. If the vibration amplitude (usually broad band)
increases as machine speed decreases. a structural resonance is
indicated. This condition may not need to be corrected. but it
should be noted as a possible cause of unexpected high

vibration readings.
A similar technique can be used to determine whether a

resonance exists with an external signal source.
3. Selecting a monitoring technique
The relationship of background noise to machine signal will
have a significant influence on selection of instrumentation
and monitoring techniques. If there is some doubt about the
comparative strengths of the signal and the noise. a simple
technique can establish which is dominant. Broad band (filter
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out) readings of both displacement (peak to peak) and velocity
(single amplitude) are taken on the machine in question. Then
on a vibration severity chart such as Figure (2) the frequency
at which the observed displacement and velocity coincide is
determined. If that frequency is characteristic of the machine
the signal is dominant. If it is not. then background noise is
dominant whether from an identifiable signal source or a medley

of sources.

If the machine signal is dominant. a relatively simple
broad-band instrument can be used for monitoring with no
special precautions taken to minimize the effect of background

noise.
If noise is dominant. then either more sophisticated
instrumentation designed to filter out backgroundmust be
selected or special operating precautions to minimize the
background noise must be taken. Such precautions could include
shutting downthose machines which are prime contributors to
the unwanted background noise if such can be accomplished
without affecting the normal operation of the machine under
study. In such cases. records should be kept of the machines
shut down so that future vibration surveys can be made under
the same operating conditions. (4)

4.1.5.4 Vibration survey procedure and allowable vibration
levels. Vibration analysis as discussed in Previous sections
can supply a very effective tool, along with records of other
operating characteristics. for answering the questions which
are central to a successful predictive maintenance programme:
- Is this machine healthy?
If not
- Should the machine be scheduled for repair?
and

- Can the machine continue_to run until a convenient time for

repair?

Th9 f°l1°"i”9 5°°t1°n3 “111 Provide a reliable

questions.

answer to these

1. Baseline surveys-general
Vibration based maintenance decisions should be based on two

criteria:

- the present vibration level. and
- the trend of vibration levels over several intervals of time
from an established baseline representative of a “healthy”
machine.

The data for vibration signature baselines should be obtained
during dock and sea trial of new ships. or during post overhaul
trials of old ships for which a vibration based maintenance
system is being introduced. in order to assure that each
machine element being surveyed is in good operating (e.g.

healthy) condition.
The baseline survey should be carried out by properly trained
personnel using spectrum analyzers. It should provide a
permanent record of the vibration signature at each measuring
point of each machine to be monitored. It not only will
indicate the signatures of healthy machines but. through

careful analysis of the results will:
A. assure that monitored machines have no faults requiring
immediate attention; and
B. determine levels of signal contamination at each measuring
point. as described in section (separating signals from noise)
to guide the selection of instrumentation and monitoring

techniques for future periodic surveys.

2. Baseline surveys criteria and their application
While the primary purpose of the baseline survey is to gather

data for future use. it is probable. particularly in older
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shivs. that one or more machines will be found to have faults
which should be corrected immediately. It is, therefore,
necessary to have somecriteria for establishing the health of
a machine solely on the basis of baseline data.
This often requires a considerable amount of judgement on the

part of the analyst since satisfactory vibration characteristic
criteria

for one time measurement are somewhatloosely defined.

A widely used set of criteria which uses narrow band velocity
measurements taken on the machine casing. usually in the way of
the bearings, are based on the work presented in Figure (2).

Note that the vibration severity is expressed in terms of the
peak velocity. While many commercially available instuments are
calibrated to read directly in terms of peak velocity, it must
be rememberedthat the instument is actually sensing the
average (or in some cases the rms) velocity. Although this
distinction is often not of practical importance to the use of
a particular instrument. it mayresult in differences between
measured levels obtained with different instruments.
Because broad band meters are calibrated in different ways. it

is often difficult

to correlate broad-bandreadings with the

narrow band readings. Therefore, it is wise also to take broad
band readings with the meter or meters which will be carried
aboard ship as a part of the baseline survey. if shock pulse
measurements are to be used for periodic checks. Such
measurements should also be taken during the baseline survey.

An alternative set of criteria. based on broad band (rms)
velocity readings. is given in ISO standard 2372. These
criteria. shown in Figure (3) have the advantage of offering

appropriate vibration levels for particular classes of
machinery and type of foundations.
when applying ISO 2372 broad band vibration

level higher than
the midpoint of severity rang "C" together with a signature
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analysis siving clear indications of a fault. it wouldprobably
lead to a reconuwndation to repair before establishing the
baseline signature for a preventive maintenance programme,
Tho ODOVO
sussostod

Values may need to be adjusted

in case of

foundation resonance or heavy signal contamination, The
recommendations of individual machinery manufacturers. if any,

should take precedence over other criteria described herein.
3. Periodic vibration checks
Having established a baseline and confirmed that all machines
to be monitored are initially healthy. a programof periodic
checks may begin. on a monthly, bimonthly or quarterly basis.
The objective of these checks is either to confirm that the
machine remains healthy or to detect the presence of a fault at
an early stage. Periodic vibration checks are usually madewith
a broad band vibration meter unless the results of the signals

to noise ratio study dictate otherwise. Vibration velocity is
usually the measured variable.
It must be remembered that some machine faults

do not produce

significant changes in broad band vibration levels. While some
changes in broad band vibration levels are not produced by
faults within the machine for these reasons it is recommended
that a complete signature analysis be performed once a year to
supplement and to help interpret the results of periodic broad
band checks. Also for the
above reasons. an increase in the
broad band vibration signal of an otherwise healthy machine is

not of itself considered to be an indication that major repair
is required. If minor corrective action such as cleaning.
tightening of belts and foundation bolts. etc. does not result
in a reduction in the broad band vibration level. then a more
searching diagnosis is appropriate to identify the cause.

4. Vibration criteria for periodic check
The broad band vibration

level at which a machine should be
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designated for minor corrective action and/or further diagnosis
why be determined in any one of the following ways.

A. when the broad band reading reaches the acceptable limit

established at the time of the baseline survey;
3. when the broad band reading reaches a predetermined

multiple of the baseline broad band vibration level. as
determined frame table. (1)
In general the lesser of the above values should be used, and
should be clearly indicated for each machine in the record
keeping system employed for this purpose. In addition, the
broad band reading may be plotted over a period of time. If
this is done. a need for corrective action and/or further
diagnosis may also be indicated when an unusual increase in the

vibration level is noted.
5. Fault diganosis and repair decisions
In this discussion, it will be assumedthat a serious fault is
suspected and that minor maintenance has not succeeded in
reducing the broad band vibration level. Further diagnosis and
possibility extensive repairs are nowin order.

A complete vibration based fault diagnosis requires, as a
minimum,a tunable filter vibration'meter or spectrum analyzer,
although a broad band meter may be able to identify the
predominant frequency of vibration using the technique

described in (selecting a monitoring technique section). If the
necessary equipment is not immediately available. the chief
engineer must decide whether to shut down the machine pending

further diagnosis or to continue running it. This decision
should be based on all available information. including that
provided by his eyes. ears. nose and instincts. as well as
Performancedata. lubrication oil analysis reports and the rate
of increase of the vibration level.
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A trend analysis of the broad band vibration reading. although
useful in detecting the presence of a fault. has not been found
to be a reliable indicator of the growth rates of some types of
faults. A slow rate of increase in broad band vibration levels
should not. therefore. be taken as a clear indication that a
suspect machine may be allowed to continue running unless
supporting information from other sources also is favourable.
On the other hand. a sharp upward trend in broad band vibration

reading is a reliable

indication that the machine should be

shut down. especially

if the upward trend suddenly becomes

sharper or the vibration level already exceeds the allowable

limit.
In order to minimize the chance of sudden failure. the interval
between vibration readings of the suspect machine should be
shortened as much as feasible until a complete diagnosis and/or
repair is made.
Once diagnostic equipment is set up. every effort should be
made to reproduce the conditions of the baseline survey (ship
speed, draft, condition of adjacent machines. etc.). A
comparison may then be made between the current amplitudes of

the individual frequency peaks and those reported in the
baseline survey.
An increase in one or more single frequency peak amplitude may
be taken as a clear indication of a developing fault, which may

be identified from the list of characteristics given in (source
of vibration signals section). Anexcessive increase in one or
more signal peaks is an indication that repairs should be made.
regardless of the accompanving-broadband vibration reading.
6. Trend analysis of developing faults
If imumdiaterepair is not indicated or if carrying out
indicated repair is impossible or undesirable at the time of
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diagnosis. a trend analysis of single frequency peak amplitudes
can be used to Give a reasonably reliable estimate of the rate
of deterioration of the faults to ensure shutdownand repair
before catastrophic failure. Trend charting can also be used to
monitor the develpment of less serious faults in order to
detect any sudden increase in the rate of deterioration. A
rapidly deterioratina fault mayneed to be corrected before the
vibration levels reach allowable limits in order to avoid any
untimely failure. To be useful in detecting trend increases
before a developing fault has led to machine failure. it is
obvious that intervals between signature readings must be

short. Further. a tunable filter vibration meter or spectrum
analyzer rather than a broad-band meter should be used to make

the analysis.
7. Confirmation of repair work
Whenever any machine covered by the predictive maintenance
programmeis repaired as a result of the baseline survey
finding. a new signature analysis of that machine should be
performed in order that future maintenance decisions can be

based on up-to-date. representative, healthy machine data. The
signature analysis will also help to confirm the adequacy and
effectiveness of the repair work.
Machinery found inoperable at the time of a baseline survey

should be subjected to a signature analysis at the earliest
opportunity. (4)
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Table 4
TREND AuALvs.is
VIBRATION LEVEL INCREASES

V0 - Baseline velocity amplitude (in/sec)
V..." - Maximumacceptable vibration amplitude (assuming no change
in operation)

Baseline amplitude in excess ol 0.4 in/sec should be evaluated in
terms ol the specitic machine; l.e.. reciprocating engines.
compressors. Qtc.

097.’

Va between
V9 between
V9 between
Vo between

.001
.04
.09
.19

and
and
and
and

.04
.09
.19
.40

V..."
V..."
V..."
V..."

-

6 V0
3 V9
2.5Vo
1.5V.)

Example: An original level ot Vg- 0.10 inlsec
would tall underlorrnula c. ‘V9’ is
between .09 and .19 V..." - 2.5V°
A 0.25 lnlsec amplitude would signal an

unacceptable condition.
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5.0 Performance monitoring

5.1 Performance monitoring system for marine diesel engines
Because fuel oil quality. in particular heavy fuel oil, hag
deteriorated considerably with time. due to the jncrggggd uge
of secondary refining processes. present fuel specification
standards and some proposed standards give ample scope for

further deterioration. These already lead to a lower ignition
quality entering the market. since a lower ignition quality
could cause deterioration of a proper engine tuning and/or
severe damage on the engine's main bearings unless engines are
modified to reduce ignition delay with the use of VIT concept.
Such a critical process demandsmore reliable and available
equipment for proper engine tuning whereas the mechanical
indicator in these cases is of no use, due to the fact that:

1. Indicator diagrams taken by mechanical indicators do not
define cylinder top dead center. nor do they define combustion
timing. Without this information. it is not possible to
accurately set the timing of the engine.
2. The diagrams set which are taken by mechanical indicators
have a poor accuracy. They have, under the best of
circumstances, a 7-10% accuracy.

3. Indicator cards showonly one individual cycle result. Since
the combustion process varies somewhatwith energy cycle. the
information obtained may or may not actually be representative

of what is generally occurring in the cylinder.
4. Indicator diagrams cannot be obtained for mediumspeed
engines above 500 RPMwith the use of mechanical indicator.

With the introduction of devices that monitor engine combustion
and fuel system condition (mean indicated pressure (HIP)
calculators). the engineer can be more acutely aware of howhis
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engine is performing. These devices are a great improvementon

mechanical indicators.

(10)

5.1.1 A HIP calculator

is a device operated by signals from

transducers which are fitted to the appropriate parts of the
engine. The signals are proportional to:
scavenge pressure, crank angle, fuel oil pressure before the
1nJOCtOf, cylinder pressure.

HIP is derived by integration over the compression and
expansion strokes. over eight cycles. It is then displayed
digitally. together with engine revolutions; maximimum
cylinder
pressure: compression pressure; expansion pressure 36 deg.
after top dead centre (TDC); scavenge pressure; angle between
TDCand maximumpressure; fuel value opening pressure: fuel
pump discharge pressure. and crank angle between TDCand fuel
value opening angle.

An oscilloscope is provided with the system. It displays curves
of cylinder pressure and fuel injection pressure, from which
permanent records may be taken by polaroid camera. (10)

5.1.2 Objectives of the performance monitoring system with use
of (HIP) calculator

There are several objectives of the performance monitoring
sytem. namely:

1. to carry out a critical examination of the combustion
process and then. through step by step corrective actions. to
tune the engine so that an acceptable balance is obtained;
2. to carry out a critical examination of the engine's fuel
system and make any adjustments required to ensure correct
operation:
3. to provide long term monitoring of engine performance by

plotting relevant performance data on "trend graphs":
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4. to record engine conditions. at present running hour

intervals. for reference purposes;
5. to establish that the engine is operating within design
limits and that the bearing load is safe;
6. to determine specific fuel consumption and thus monitor
engine performance against a known standard; and

7. the system should be simple, containing as little
operational paper work as possible. and be presented in such a
way that it could easily be consulted and. therefore. used to
best advantage. (10)

5.1.3 Basis for establishing performance monitoring system
Step.1
To construct a model curve depicting the line of optimal
performance for the purpose of validation. for the parameters

listed below. specially if there are sister ships fitted with
the same diesel engine make and type.
The data of these model curves can be collected

from engine

makers test bedtrials for the concerned engines, taking into
consideration

any down rating which may have been applied with

fitted engines.
1. absolute compression pressure
scavenge pressure (PSCA);
2.

maximumcylinder

pressure

(PCA)to a base of absolute

(PMAX)to a base of mean

indicated pressure (PMI);3. cylinder exhaust temperature
(TEXH)to a base of shaft kilowatts (SKW):
4. main engine revolutions (NME)to a base of mean indicated

pressure (PHI):
5. scavenge pressure (PSC) to a base of mean indicated
pressure (PHI).
6. ‘pressure drop across waste heat unit ( PHHU)to a base of
shaft kilowatts (SKW):
7. pressure drop across waste heat unit (‘PHI-IU)to a base of
shaft kilowatts (5107);
8. pressure drop across air filters (APAF)to a base of
scavenge pressure (PSC):
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9. pressure drop across air cooler (APAC)to a base of
scavenge pressure (PSC):
10. specific fuel consumption (SPC) to a base of shaft
kilowatts (SKW). and
11. turbo charge revolutions (NTB)to a base of pressure at

turbo-charge outlet (PTB).

step.2
This step involves constructing the same parameter curves
mentioned in Step 1, where the data for each curve is collected
from sea trials for the concerned ship's engine.
For sister ships fitted with diesel propulsion machineryof the
same make and type, parameters curves can be constructed on the
same paper. These will present an ideal opportunity for
comparing engine performance across the same make and type.

It seems logical to assume that,

across the same engines make

and type. fitted on the same ships, there would be very little
difference in the results. If this is not the case and the
spread of results between them is quite considerable, this
could only be explained by:
- variations in ambient conditions from one shop/sea trial to
the next;
- variation in the specific energy of the fuel used on the

trials;

- incorrect ignition timing on a1l,‘or some, of the engines:
and

- inaccurate measurementof trial data.
Step.3
Correction of those curves drawn up during Step (2) if it is
required should be based on the values of the standard
condition parameters used by engine makers, which are listed in
Table (1).
For example;

the methods recommended by (HAN-B&W)
engine makers

to correct variation for someof those affected parameters
mentioned in the second step are provided in engine instruction
manuals for the following:
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1. parameters affected due to a change of suction air
temperature (T air in) and charge air cooling water temperature
(T cool in) such as: maximumcylinder pressure; exhaust gas
temperature; absolute compression pressure, and absolute
scavenge pressure.
2. parameters affected due to a change of lower calorific value
of the fuel, such as specific fuel consumption.
Tables (2) and (3) list a selection of outside influences and
their approximate effect on engine performance parameters.
Wheneverit is possible to approximate the relationship between
each of the two parameters model curve into a straight line,
specially within the most often utilized power range (70-100%),
it will be much easier to derive the model curve equation.
(10.13)

5.1.4 Data collection, evaluation. identification of correction
actions. and presentation.
These are achieved through appropriate construction of the
performance monitoring system documents.
The system itself can be contained in two documents. an
instruction manual and a data recording file. These documents
should show in a simple step by step manner using diagrams and

tables. howthe MIPcalculator is used to collect data from the
engine and how the model curves are.used to monitor
performance. Finally the documents should cover fault finding
and logging of trends in engine performance.

The instruction manual can be divided into four main sections;
1. Introduction and engine data
The basic concepts and operation of the performance monitoring
system can be applied to any marine diesel engine. It is
necessary. however. to design certain parts of the system
specifically for a particular makeand type. The introduction
and engine data section therefore contains information relevant
only to the engine on a particular ship. Subsequent sections
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apply to any diesel installation.
Engine data can be presented in the following format:
- timing and dynamic operating conditions;
- measured parameter deviation limits;
- the model curves and their equations;

typical traces of fuel pressure and cylinder pressure for
an engine at 100$, 80%, and 60% load depicting

to scale

the shapes to be expected and identifying the salient point
as it is indicated in Figures (152);
- some background theory on the correct procedure for down

rating the engine revolutions and main effective pressure.
in which the maximumcontinuous rating (MCR)value of
cylinder maximumpressure may be used;

- a load diagram for the engine, clearly defining the
operating zone, and
- sketches that showfaulty pressure traces and cylinder
pressure traces, typical of various engine defects.
2. Pre-performance check
Checks on performance and optimization are described by a
series of flow charts showing "go" and "no go" paths.
As a diesel engine will operate most efficiently whenthe fuel
system is in perfect order. the pre-performance check

concentrates on this area from storage of fuel to its injection
into the cylinder.

It commenceswith some simple, but often

forgotten, tasks such as checking fuel tank conditions.
surcharge pumpoperation, filter condition and fuel viscosity.
The HIP calculator is then used to measure fuel Pressure
distribution at each fuel pumpand display a set of traces;
if required. a permanent record can be obtained in the form of
polaroid photographs. The results are recorded on a
"performance monitoring log sheet“ (PHLS). The data table from
the PHLSfor fuel system readings is shown in Figure (3).
together with the relevant flow chart lines. Log sheets are
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"customized" for the type of engine and therefore contain
normal values and expected limits. Tworeferences can now be
used to coumencefault finding.

- Comparisonof the values of fuel pressure distribution at
individual fuel pumps (obtained from the HIP calculator)
with the normal values and the limits shown on the log

sheet.

- Comparison of the photographs of the actual fuel traces with

the ideal trace.

Tuning of the fuel system to achieve “normal” readings across

all cylinders. within the prescribed limits. is assisted by
sketches that showfaulty fuel traces. typical of various
engine defects. comparedwith ideal traces.
A fault finding matrix Figure (4) is also provided. to assist
in identifying worn engine parts or incorrect settings of fuel
sYStem components.

It is recommendedthat a complete performance check described

below is carried out before corrective action is taken, because
the initial engine condition is not knownand there is no basis
on which to judge any improvements of the fuel system.
3. Performance check
.
This concerns the measurement of combustion conditions. engine
balance and load. The relevant flow diagram Figure (5) includes
the recording section from the PHLSentitled cylinder pressure

trace.
The performance check commencesby using the HIP calculator

to

measure cylinder parameters; the oscilloscope displays are
photographed. and the data are recorded on the logsheet.
For each parameter. the main engine value is calculated for all
cylinders and comparedwith the individual cylinder value. to
establish whether an allowable deviation has been exceeded. If
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there is an unacceptable deviation. the reason is investigated,
in much the same way as pre-performance

checking. By the use of

a fault finding matrix and comparative sketches of faulty and

ideal cylinder traces.
Corrective actions can nowbe taken to achieve engine balance.
but they must be carried out in a logical sequence. Since HIP
depends on all the other parameters measured, balance can only
be achieved by correcting values in the following order;
compression pressure; angle between TDCand maximumcylinder
pressure; maximum cylinder pressure: fuel pumpindex; exhaust
gas temperature, and mean indicated pressure.

Therefore. after corrective action has been-taken to improve
compression pressure another complete set of readings should be
obtained before the next adjustments are identified and
subsequently carried out. Having dealt with compression
pressure, balancing can be progressed by moving to (angle
between TDCand maximumcylinder pressure) until, finally, the
exhaust temperatures

are compared; PMI should now be uniform

across the engine. At each stage. the fault finding chart and
sample traces should be consulted.
Depending upon the engines condition when the monitoring system

is installed. it maytake several months to complete the
adjustments required to achieve engine balance. In fact. the
process is continuous, because moving parts are subject to wear
and possible failure.
Engine loading should be checked frequently by reference to the
load diagram provided with the system. and the main engine
controls adjusted accordingly. However. if engine balance is
poor at this stage. care should be taken to ensure that
individual cylinders are not overloaded.
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4. Optimization of performance
Although perfect engine balance may have been achieved during
the pre- performance and performance checks. it is unlikely

that the engine will be operating at the optimumspecific fuel
consumption. For example, the maximumpressures in all
cylinders may be low, due to a restriction of the air flow or a
retardation of the cam shaft. Optimization cownwncesby

calculating for each performance characteristic.
deviation from the relevant model curve.

a percentage

These calculations are recorded in space provided on PMLS
Figure (6) which is also the central recording document for all
numerical information obtained during the monitoring process.

Since all model curve equations, with exception of that for
specific fuel consumption. are straight lines of the form;
V - mx+c thus,

percentage deviation can be calculated with the use of:
% Deviation - Actual-Model x100
Model

Where actual is the value of the measured dependent variable

(absolute) during engine evaluation:
Model is the value of the calculated dependent variable
(absolute) by substituting with the measured independent
variable (absolute) in the concerned model curve equation, and
8 Deviation is the deviation of the measured parameter actual
value from the corresponding model curve value.
Calculation of the specific fuel consumption and any deviation
from the model value are of major importance. Figure (7) shows
the method. which is described below. Volumetric flow from the
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fuel meter is converted to mass flow by using the specific
gravity of the fuel. corrected for temperature at the rue)
meter with use of correction tables. An initial value of SFCis
obtained by dividing the mass flow rate by the engine SKW.This

initial value is then corrected. if necessary for three
significant factors by the use of calibration value , which is
listed in Table (3) for the first two factors.
- The difference between the actual scavenge air temperature
and the system standard of 45°C.
- The difference between the actual turbo blower air inlet
temperature and the system standard 27°C.
- Whereasthe third factor is the net specific energy of the

fuel.

Correction is based on the following empirical formula:
Net specific energy (MJ/kg)
- (46.392-8.792 3 + 3.187!)(1-(x+y+s))+9 Q2055-2.449x
Where f - density at 15 C of the concerned fuel.
X - proportion by mass of water (8 divided by 100)
Y - proportion by mass of ash (S divided by 100)
S - proportion by mass of sulphur ( 8 divided by 100)
The use of the above formula is limited to where a complete

analysis of fuel is obtainable at the time of use in the
engine. Since this information is rarely available. a degree of
simplification is essential. This can be achieved by using of
graphic forms that study specific energy change with change of
density and sulphur content. In most of the cases this is
Provided in instruction manuals. If this is not the case. B.S.
Mm100 or ISO/ D168217 can be consulted for reference.

The fully corrected SFCvalue is then compared with the model

value and the percentage deviation is calculated.
Another useful method of monitoring specific fuel consumption
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is by calculating the fuel consumption index. Since the
quantity of fuel passing to the engine is proportional to the
Fuel Pump index (PP!) and the engine speed (NHE), then thejr

product. divided by shaft kilowatts

(SKW),will bear a dgrecg

relationship to the specific fuel consumption.i.e:
Fuel consumption index - (NHEx PPI)/SKW.

It should be noted that the index will tend to increase
slightly with fuel pumpwear. but this is a long term effect. A
trend graph of the index is useful. but more important,
calculation of the index immediately before and after
adjustments to the main engine will clear1y_show whether the
specific fuel consumption has changed.
The optimization process is completed by reference to a matrix
Figure (8) showing, for high positive or negative deviations.

the faults present in the engine's overall conditions.
Deviations are then transferred to the long term trend graphs.
which can be designed to cover approximately two years

operation of the engine.
Apart from their major function as the basis for optimizing
engine performance, the concise nature of the PMLS(containing
all numerical data, fuel system settings and recommended
maintenance work) and the trend graphs mean that they have

additional uses:
- as a permanent on board record showing main engine

performance. maintenance history and fuel system settings;
- as an aid to handing over the vessel to relieving engineers;
- as a quick reference for visiting superintendents to gain a
rapid assessment of engine performance and trends; and
- as a reference, either complete or in an abridged form. in
the head office in case of emergency.
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Pig.(9) shows a complete flow chart for the pre-performance
check. performance check and optimization of performance.

5. Presentation of results
The final stage in an energy conservation system is the
presentation of the results in a clear. concise manner. to both
technical and commercial management. For this purpose. graphs
can be constructed for each of the model curves relationships
to show the comparative position of:
the performance monitoring system model curve;
—the condition of the engine on the trial trip;
- the condition of the engine at the time when the performance
monitoring system was installed; and
—the condition of the engine after the performance monitoring
system had been in use for say 2000 hours.
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(10)

Table (1)

standard

sulzer

Total parametric pressure

1.0

Parameters

150

B L H

1.0

1,013

(30461)

Suction air tmoerature

27

27

27

Relative humidity of suction air %

60

60

--

Charge air cooling water temp. %

27

27

27

scavenge air temperature Z

Lower caloritic
of fuel oil

value

45

45

30

KJ/kg

42.707

42.920

Kcal/kg

10.200

42.000
_
10.030

10.250

Table (2)

Performance parameter Z change due to change of standard condition
Ambient

Ambient

pressure

air temp.

3

10°C

3 10 uunﬂg

-

Air mass flow to main engine

*

0,31 1

3 0.18 X

1 0.36 Z

scavenge pressure absolute

3

2,03 %

1 0.15 x

3 1,45 l

Exh. temp. after turbin absolute
cylinder max. pressure absolute

3
3

1.91 Z
1.37 1

3 0.04 Z
3 0.3 %

3 1.35 %
3 0.27 Z

temperature

Performance parameter

scavenge

10°C

Table (3)

Specific fuel consumptionmeasurment tolerances
,

effecting parameters

calibrations

of SPC

test bed

ship board

3 0.25 %

1 2 1

. change air teIIIP- (* 10°C)

3 0.75 7‘

. atlnspheric

* 0.50 x

1 °-75 3‘
2 0.50 2!

. Hater brake

temp. 1‘-’1o°c

. combustion pressure diff. (5 bar?
. lower calorific value 3 0,5 1

* 1.0 1
* 0.5 %

. fuel flow measurement by weight

3 0.1
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t 1.0 %
- 3 0.5 ¢
1 0.2
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6.0 Torsion meter
A torsion meter is an instrument which utilizes the fact that a
rotating shaft. which transfers energy from. for example. a

diesel engine to a propeller. is distorted by the torque to
which it is exposed.
Gaugeprinciples; a great variety of gauge principles have been
used for torque meter design. Twodifferent basic principles
have been used; one involves measuring the torsion over a
certain shaft length with some form of displacement gauge, the
other is based upon direct measurementof stress or strain in a

short section of the shaft.
6.1 Significance of installing torsion meter on board ship
The significance of installing a torsion meter on board ships
13:

1. to provide continous measurement of the torque transmitted
to a ship's propeller, shaft speed. and power on the shaft
drives. which will be a good means to engineers to avoid
overloading the main engine;
2. to provide a good means for determining main engine
mechanical performance such as mechanical efficiency and

lubrication efficiency:
3. to provide a means for calculatihg an accurate value of fuel
consumption per unit of power hour;
4. it will provide an accurate means to determine the degree of

ship hull fouling;
5. it provides an accurate means to assist in determining the
minimumfuel consumption per unit of power hour at the desired

ship speed. by varying engine revs and/or propeller pitch.

CHAPTER IV

Anefficient spares control system is vital to shipboard
maintenance system. A planned maintenance system requires

adequate spares at the right time, if it is to be successful.
Conversely. it is impossible to estimate which spares to order
in advance and in what number. unless maintenance is planned.

1.0 Objectives
The objectives of a spares control system are;
1. to ensure that the right amount of spares are held
aboard ship: and
2. to ensure the availability of spares, whenrequired.

These objectives are interrelated

since the choice of which

spares to carry and in what number depends on what spares will

be required.
2.0 Development of spares control system
During a development stage of spares control system the first
move is to take an inventory of all the spares requirements and
their consumption rates. This information must comemainly from
knowledge of the ship in question and her equipment. from the
manufacturer's recommendation. records of maintenance system

used. experience with similar equipment. classification society
requirements, and spare control system being installed in the
concerned ships. However. it is necessary to take an inventory
of the spares already held on board.

2.1 Creation of spares policy statement
The spares policy statement should basically lay downwhat
spares are to be included in the system. how many to be held in
stock aboard ship and when to reorder.
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Since the level of any individual item held in stock will
fluctuate as it is used and reordered. it is necessary to
determine the maximum.minimumand reorder stock levels.

Taking

into consideration the following factors:
- the demand of the maintenance system;
- the risks and subsequent costs of a break down, which might

need the spares items in question to rectify it;
—the use rate;

- the time interval between the ship ordering and receiving
the item;
- the cost and availability abroad; and
_
- voyage length and availability of alternatives.
It is necessary to mention that the policy statement maynot,
in the final system. appear as a separate document. It could
very well be incorporated into the structure of the spares
records or take the form of a spares manual.
Once the above mentioned levels are made absolutely clear to
shipboard personnel and the technical department. there should
be no credibility gap between the two.

The policy statement must also clearly identify each spares
item with regard to its use and for the purposes of recording.
This is usually done by the use of codes. Such a codification
should be built on.

- a spares ordering code built in the policy statement;
- manufacturer's own codes;
- drawings. manuals. and Plate number: and
—location in the engine room.
The above mentioned will ensure the right way of using spares.
but one system of coding should be relied on during
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communication between the ship staff and shore side during the
reordering. This will minimize the errors and ambiguities.

2.2 Stockholding theory.

quantity
MGLS-L

MIN-S-L

time

Delivery time (D.T)

Reorder quantity (R.0.Q).
The reorder quantity represents the difference between the
maximumand minimum number of parts
Maximumstock

level

in stock.

(MAX.S.L)

The maximumstock level is the greatest
should be in stock at any time.

number of parts that

The reorder level (R.0.L)
The reorder level is the level at which new parts must be
ordered. if the numberof items in stock is not to fall below
the minimumstock level before the ordered items are received.
Minimumstock level: (HlN.S.L)
The minimumstock level is the minimumstock quantity that can

be accepted. It represents the buffer that is necessary in
order to avoid shortages.
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3.0 Operational stage of spares control system
1. Spares records; it is essential that all spares movements
are recorded. These records must be kept up to date and the
information they contain should be readily available. It makes
the job of reordering and controlling stock mucheasier for
shipboard personnel if the relevant information from the policy
statement is incorporated per item, into these records.
They should also show, per item, present stock levels and

outstanding orders to be delivered. preferably with dates of
orders.
A duplicate records for each ship should also be held ashore
and be updated.

2. Order/receipt/issue

documentaion.

Spares documentation flow systems within the ship to shore
channel often roughly passes the following.

The technical department orders spares from the manufacturers,

to the fleet's requirements, and directs them to the ships.
Together with these spares go the necessary identifying
documentation, e.g. packing and receipt notes.
The ship will normally acknowledge receipt by returning the
checking receipt notes and will record the delivered spares in

the spare: records. Faulty spares. etc. should. where possible.
be returned, each spares item should also be readily
identifiable. say by a tag attached to it, on arrival at the
ship and during storage aboard.
As spares are issued from the ship's store. tags from the
spares used should be collected. delivering them periodically
to the concerned engineer. Alternatively the engineer maymake
a check with the amount of spares consumed, which are

registered in the maintenance work reports.
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In any event. the engineers record the usage of spares in the
spares records and. when the reorder level is reached on any
item. the appropriate number should be ordered to bring the
level of stock back to the maximum.

3. Store keeping
In addition to the above mentioned. spares items should be
stored so that they remain in good condition (dry. secured.

protected, etc.). Ensuring that the shipboard stores are
secure. all items should be stowed so that they can be easily
retrieved whenrequired. This calls for careful planning of
storage space. especially whenthis space is limited.

Periodic inventories should be carried out to assure that the
actual stock levels agree with the records. The responsible
engineer must ensure that the correct spares are issued for
each Job. (17.18)

CHAPTER V

1.0 Fuel system operating practice
One of the major problems facing chief engineers when taking

bunkers is the uncertainty of the quality of the fuel supplied.
let alone the difficulty in determining the precise quantity of

fuel delivered to their vessels.
Therefore the operator should be more aware of these problems

and should give to his shipboard operators additional support
by placing his vessel on fuel testing programmes, both the
shore based type of service and on board testing facility.

By providing on board fuel testing facility, the ship operator
knowsa little more of the general characteristics of the fuel;
he can then apply the correct storage heating, optimize his
treatment plant and ensure accurate pre—combustionheating.
This approach undoubtedly reduces the risk of some of the more
counon problems.

(12)

1.1 Bunkering

The chief engineers should always take their five litres fuel
oil sample during bunkering operations and retain this for
future comparison and possible claims. This is in addition to
the oil supplier's retained sample. Both these samples should
be clearly marked and kept on board for three months after all
the fuel has been used.
Undoubtedly, the key to accurate fuel analysis is
representative sampling. Hence it is advisable that sampling
takes place throughout the entire bunkering operation.
There are several methods of obtaining samples in addition to
the above mentioned method. The most efficient is by means of a
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flow meter and sample pump. It is recmumended that the sampling

procedures set out by the various organisations should be well
studied and observed in practice of every vessel bunkering.
(12)

1.2 Operating practice with high pour point fuels.
During bunkering it is advisable to note if the delivery
temperature is high. This can be an indication of a high pour
point fuel. when high wax content fuels are suspected, it is
recommendedto test the pour point of the fuel. Armedwith the
knowledge of a high pour point fuel. then the temperature of
fuel in the double bottom tanks and/or other storage tanks can
be kept at least 5°C above the pour point temperature.

Obviously it is important in these circumstances that transfer

lines are effectively drained.
Oncea high pour point fuel solidifies. it is virtually
impossible to reheat the fuel sufficiently to liquify a whole
storage tank. Addition of gas oils or diesel oils does not
lower the pour point to any effective level, hence the
importance of heating capacity and its correct application is
emphasized. (12)

1.3 Fuel oil segregation during storage.
Experience has demonstrated the importance of adapting the

segregation of fuel oils of differept bunkering supplies and
sources in order to avoid incompatibility and unstable mixes.
Whenan unstable or slightly unstable fuel is mixed with other
fuels. the mix is considered incompatible if a large amount of

sludge type sediment is precipitated; this is particularly
evident during the centrifugal separation process. This is
basically whenthe two fuels have different predominating
hydrocarbon groups and the resulting mixture becomesunstable
and is unable to keep the asphaltenes in suspension owing to
the changed carbon/hydrogen ratio.
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Mild forms of instability have been observed in settling and
service tanks when the blend equilibrium is unstable. causing

layering or stratification

of the oil according to the

densities of the individual components. This occurrence has
been detected by sudden variations in the viscosity/temperature
controls in the engine fuel system.
Thermal instability occurs in some fuels when sludge is formed
as a result of high temperature heating (140 C pre-combustion
fuel temperature). This is especially noted with some cracked
fuels where the sludge formation is aggravated by heating and
oxidation and quite often depends on the degree of thermal

cracking that has been carried out in the refinery.
In severe cases, the asphaltence content of the mixture may
drop out of suspension as a carbonaceous sludge, the fuel oils
concerned being regarded as imcompatible. It is normally first
noticed when overloading of the separator equipment occurs
owing to large amounts of sludge being deposited in the
separator bowl. The biggest danger in these circumstances is
for the sludge to be carried over into the main engine. The
presence of sludge in the combustion chamber will obviously
prolong ignition and increase thermal loading on the cylinder

liner surfaces. causing loss of the cylinder lubrication film
and. ultimately.

serious engine damage. (12)

1.4 Settling tank
As the viscosities and densities of the fuel oils in use at sea
are increasing. these fuels are becomingslightly more
difficult to treat. The separation of water and foreign matter
from fuel in settling tanks is of course a slow process. and in
practice the speed at which the contaminations separate out
depends not only on the differences in density but also on
particle and droplet size together with the viscosity of the
bulk of the fuel.
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An average size water droplet will take approximately 24 hours
to fall a distance of 1 m in an Irieo fuel at 50°C. and the
jdoal tank. from this point of view, would be a long tank of
minimal height. However. this is not possible in practice. The

settling process is the main safeguard against gross water
contamination of fuel and provides a buffer tank for the
separation process. Therefore, it is vital that the practice of
checking for water in engine room tanks is strictly adhered to;
settling tank temperatures should be kept as high as possible,
within the flash point limitations. (12)

1.5 Fuel oil treatment by centrifugal separation

It is quite clear that there is no substitute for efficient
centrifugal separation of heavy fuel oil for the removal of
water and particulate contaminants and in minimizing engine
wear rates. Centrifuging is basically a greatly accelerated
settling process where the available time for separation. which
depends on machine capacity and actual throughput, is very
small. Ideally, the total flow through the centrifuge should be
just sufficient to match the engine consumption. thus requiring
continuous centrifuging. This will maximize the dwell time of
the fuel passing through the separator.
Homogenizers have been mentioned as possible replacements for

the separator on the basis of being more cost effective. as
they actually pass all the fuel to the main engine, apparently
in a fine form. including the sludge which is normally removed
by the separator. However, trials and research have shown that
piston ring and cylinder liner wear rates may increase about
fourfould when using homogenizers in place of centrifugal

separators.

The centrifuge is undoubtedly the most efficient way to remove
most of the particles. always supposing that the equipment is
Properly set up. Operated and maintained. Whenassessing fuel
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incidents. more problems relate to incorrect operation of
centrifuge than any other aspects of fuel handling. which
reinforces the view that this equipment is the key to
successful operation of diesel engines on heavy fuel oil. The
preferred arrangement of a multi- separator installation. two
in parallel as purifiers followed by a third machine in a
series with the former, but operating as a clarifier has proved
to be the most efficient way of separation, of the order of 80
to 90 3 contaminant removal.

whenoperating the separator as a purifier there are two
continuous outlets, one for the lighter fuel oil phase and the
other for the heavy water phase; the sludge and solid particles
are normally retained in the separator bowl for intermittent
discharge.

Operating the centrifuge as a clarifier involves basically only
one continous outlet for clean oil. The water outlet is
effectively sealed off by use of the smallest diameter gravity
disc available. Thus the clarifier is for removal of finer
solid particles and sludge. giving up to 10 % additional

cleaning effect.
From the above mentioned. the operating staff must pay close

attention to the related operating instructions for each
particular machine. together with the more specific
recommendations for maintainance and troubleshooting and that
can be achieved through the appropriate maintenance system. The
main problem feared by operators is the occurrence of
incompatible fuel mixes. as discussed earlier. Such problems
show themselves in the early stages of separating fuel drawn
from a new tank and. if not quickly checked. result in
overloading of separators, and ultimately mechanical damageof
main engine.

In these extreme circumstances. parallel operation of purifiers
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is preferred with reduced throughput. No attempt should be made

to double purify using series operation. since this tends to
eﬂﬂravate the process, causing excessive amounts of sludge to
be produced. One approach used for early indication of
potential trouble is sampling and testing of the fuel bunkers
and fuel system generally. Morespecifically. on board testing
allows an early assessment of separator efficiency and

effictiveness. This maybe done by sampling at purifier inlets
and outlets and checking for water content and presence of
abrasive particles. Batch testing of the viscosity and density
of fuel before the separator provides further assistance for
correct operation. (12)

Regarding the removal of abrasive particles, including
catalytic fines. most of the larger particles (over 5 to 10
macron size) can be removed by correct operation of well
maintained separators being run in the preferred configuration.
However. many ships operating do not have the luxury of three

separators; the next best arrangement is two machines either in

parallel as purifiers, or in series as purifier and clarifier.
as shown by the following table.
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p.r.11¢1
or ggrjgg

“Normal service”
spot tests 1 or 2
water content less than 1 %
Density below 0.990 kg/L at 15 C

pgrallel

"Abnormalcondition”
spot tests 3, 4 or 5

.

water content above 1 8
Density above 0.990 kg/L at 15 C

Series

“Abnormalconditions"

If catalystic fines suspected in
bunkered fuel.
(1.6) Fuel heating
Care must be taken to ensure that the correct amount of heating
is applied. Somefuels have been shown to be thermally unstable
as well as chemically unstable and heating merely accelerated

the process of sludge precipitation

in an unstable fuel.

Vigilance is needed to check the buildup of sludge and carbon

deposits on heating surfaces, particularly following
fluctuations in heating requirements. Twothings can aggravate
this problem, one is double heating by recirculation. causing
sludge formation as well as the raising of the service tank
temperature to levels which mayexceed the fuel‘: flash point.
Also. viscosity increases can result from evaporation of the
more volatile fuel components. A further cause of heating
surface fouling is the reduction of flow to such an extent that

the fuel oil heating surface interface is overheated. This
eventually reduces heater efficiency and effectiveness. (12)
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1.7 Fuel combustion
To ensure the correct atomization and spray pattern when fuel

is injected into each cylinder. the fuel must first be heated
to the recommendedinjection viscosity. It is always worthwhile
checking the viscotherm setting periodically. to makecertain

that the correct injection viscosity is being achieved.
The particle size of the fuel injection spare is of course
influenced by the injection viscosity and, in addition to
combustion problem, small increases in fuel viscosity tend to
increase the loading on the injection pumpdrive shaft, gear
and camfaces. Excessively high viscosity can also increase the
risk of fuel impingement on the piston crown and cylinder wall.
Too low a viscosity leads to incomplete combustion. Hence. the

control of correct injection temperature cannot be
overemphasized.

Higher carbon fuels on the marine market today generally have

higher specific gravity and slower burning characteristics. If
injection timing is not controlled and adjusted. preferably
automatically, after burning can occur in extreme cases when
the lubricated surfaces of the cylinder liners would be exposed
and oil film overheated. This would result in the pistons and
exhaust valve becoming overheated. Extremely accelerated ring
wear, and eventually liner cracking, can result under these
conditions. (12)

2.0 Fuel oil quality control
Marine fuel oils will increasingly be the product
refining processes such as breaking and catalytic
which, combinedwith the wide range of crude oils
the effects of blending two or more different oils
the final product, result in a wide variation in
characteristics between individual consignments.
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of secondary
cracking,
available

and

to provide

Ideally.

each bunker consignment should be accompanied by a

detailed delivery of the type recommendedby the International
Chamber of Shipping (ICS). But the (ICS) bunker delivery

note

has not found general acceptance and fuels are usually supplied
with only the minimumof information.

The international standards of petroleum fuels for marine oil
engines and boilers

such as British

Standard BSMA100& ISO

Standard may clarify the situation somewhat. However, even
where bunkers are supplied in accordance with the
specifications laid down, it must be rememberedthat except for
flash point the values quoted are maxima. and the limitations
imposed by engine manufacturers or the fuel-oil system may not
match any of the combinations of characteristics for the
classes given. (12)

3.0 On board fuel oil testing
In the current situation it is obviously necessary to
the quality of the fuels supplied. This need has been
met by the laboratory based analysis services offered
numberof organizations, of which the fuel oil bunker
and advisory service

monitor
partly
by a
analysis

(FOBAS)of LLoyd's Register of Shipping is

one. The tests give the information necessary for bunker
purchasers to check the quality of a fuel and for the ship's
staff to handle the fuel in the most'appropriate manner. While
the analysis results will normally be available before the fuel
from a particular bunkering is used, the time taken in
transporting samples to the laboratory and in actual analysis
precludes this information being immediately available to those
on.board.

In spite of possible problems with incompatibility between
different fuel consignments. it is often operationally
necessary that fuels be mixed on board. In these instances the

characteristics of the resulting fuel will be a factor of the
original values and the quantities
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involved, and can only be

determined by on board tests. Also, once fuel oil is loaded. it
can be subject to layering or contamination which is best

identified by on board testing.
To meet the increasing awareness of the importance of assessing

fuel oil characteristics as a key to the successful treatment
of marine fuel oils,

a number of companies have produced test

kits which are intended to give fairly quickly on the spot

results. (12.8)
3.1 Test selection
In selecting which on board tests are to be carried out. the
and purpose must be kept in mind. It would be

counter-productive to include ill conceived tests which produce
unreliable results. If bunker suppliers are to be challenged
regarding the quality of the fuel supplied or if operational
settings are to be madeon the basis of the results obtained,
it is essential that there be a reasonable degree of confidence
in the value determined. At present the test available for
viscosity. density. pourpoint, water content and compatibility
would appear to be the only tests which even come near to

satisfying these requirements. (12)

3.2 Interpretation of test results
Analysis is only the first step toward the successful storage.
handling and use of fuel oils and should not be seen as an end

in itself. The information derived from testing either in a
laboratory or on board can only be of value if the significance
of the characteristics determined can be appreciated with
regard to the likely problems and remedies possible. Testing
must therefore be backed up by a comprehensive education and
training programmein order to give those on board a sound

understanding of current fuel oil practice.

(8)

4.0 Fuel additives
There are two distinct categories of additives. namely those
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which assist in reducing potential problems in precombustion
and those which react during the post combustion phase.
The precombustion phase covers the period from receipt of the
fuel on board, up to the time that it is otomised in a burner
or an injector. thus the period covers storage on board and the

shipboard treatment of the fuel. Aneffective additive for this
phase should be able to make a positive contribution to the
following aspects.
- Dispersion of possible sludge in the fuel tanks.
- Promotion of separation of any dispersed water within the
fuel.

_

- Prevention of potential polymerisation and sludge formation.
- Prevention of corrosion within the fuel lines and tanks.
During the past combustion phase the potential
depend upon the category of plant installed.

areas of concern

In order to reduce the problems that may occur in the post
combustion phase an additive which has the effect of an ash
modifier mayunder certain circumstances be beneficial. Hence.

the ash modifier should have the ability to increase the
melting point temperature and make the ash more fireable. By
increasing the melting point. the temperature may reach a point
when the ash is not in a molten form and will not be corrosive.

In being more fireable the ash is less likely to stick to metal
surfaces and effect heat transfer.
Someadditives are termed "combustion catalysts". The function
of the combustion catalyst is to cause the carbon to be more
extensively burnt. and inhibit the formation of carbon

precursors.
Not all combustion problems can be solved by the use of fuel
oil treatment; some can be resolved by mechanical means while
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some are in fact caused by engine design and simply cannot be
curved.

The benefit of using fuel additives is very difficult to
measure in terms of cost effectiveness without setting up
expensive measurement and testing procedures. The advice on
whether or not an additive is working and increasing vessel
efficiency is the subsequent report that can be gotten from
competent ship board engineers.
It is claimed that fuel additives do work and do improve fuel
efficiency and vessel performance, but not every time or in all
cases. Their use has to be constantly checked against need.
cost and bunker quality, in association with regular shore side
analysis of the fuel being used. (8)
5.0 Fuel consumption measurement
Fuel consumption measurement on ships has never been good and

the present state of the art is far from ideal. with most
systems having some chance of error.

The first essential requirement for accurate measurementis
that the fuel consumedby the engine is measured directly by a
single meter. Measuring the fuel consumedby subtracting the
return flow rate from that supplied involves errors in
calculating fuel consumption. (12)
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CHAPTER V1

1.0 Study example based on planned maintenance system.

with reference to the basic elements required in planned
maintenance mentioned in Chapter 3. Section 3. the study

exampleillustrates

the step of identification

of machinery

which deserves to be included in the planned maintenance
system. by dividing the machinery into main groups and sections

identified with their individual code. as it is illustrated in
point 1 & 2 under this study example.

Whereas the assessment of what maintenance is to be carried out

is referred to in the instruction manual i.e. under this study
example the instruction

manuals are MAN-B&W
edition

38 A and 7

A, which should be listed in the job requirement card.

With respect to the above mentioned. the determination of

frequency of carrying out particular maintenance is referred to
in the same instruction manual edition E 7. section 900-1.
However. there are some other factors that should be indicated
such as survey cycle maximumlength, relationship between
calender time and running hours. number of units in each set of

machine and the time intervals required for the control
function. But to avoid a large number of papers to cover these
aspects. it is just mentionedherein.
Point 3 is an example to show partly the running hours section
in terms of coding and model of forms that can be used for
recording the running hours.

Finally. the last two papers under this study example show the
work done report form layout comprising all necessary data

required.
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I. Dividing the machinery into main groups identified with their
individual code.

Details

of main groups

Q

:33
23

Main diesel engine

A

Turbo charger

B

Propeller and shafting

C

Auxiliary diesel engine

D

Emergency diesel

engine

eg
2:

%

E

Air compressor

i

F

Centrifuge/purifier

g

G

Boiler,

g

H

Heat exchanger

I

I

Fresh water generator. evaporator

g

J

i

’

K

!

Steering

generator

_g u

exhaust gas economiser

gear and rudder assembly

Refrigerator

'

3

L

Air conditioning

H

Cargo pump

N

Pump

0

Control equipment

P

Deck machinery

-

R

Oily water separator

s

Inert gas system

T

Safety

equipment

E

U

2, Dividing the Iain group into section if necessary
m

»« = ~o=

1

Codeidentification
‘title or section

5

x

gunning

hours

progranue

cover

E =

1

2

g

_

E.

3 5

' 3

:

I E

33

3

‘3

E 15

§

5

55 5; la?

1

_ 0

A 0

1

9

0

E

.Checking and maintenance
linder

1

' g. 2

A

V

.

E

E A

s

3

5

E» ﬁg
m ' 0

0

E

0 1

E

,

A

1

9

0

1

E

A

1

9

0

3

:

A

1

9

0

2

1

A

1

9

0

3

E

A

1

9

0

5

A

1

9

0

6

Estarting air system

A

1

9

0

7

Exhaust valve

A

1

9

0

B.

:Puel oil

A

1

9

0

9

A

1

9

1

0 1

‘

A

1

9

1

1 1

i

53-Iunbly or large parts

A

1

9

1

2

gceneral

A

1

9

1

3

TPiston with Rod and stuffing

box

;

!

cylinder-liner

and cylinder lubrication

krona head with connecting

_Crankshaft,

thrust

Mechanical control

rod

bearing 8 turning gearf
gear

:

I

F

gurbo

system

charge

system

1,15-fety equipment

tools
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i

:
‘

3. Running hours
Running hours lotion

A

Code identification

Information

1

0

0

0

§
°

8

8

8

f

m

m

m

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

A

1

1

0

1

1

A

1

1

0

2

1

A

1

1

0

3

1

Main engine

A

1

0

Cylinder

cover:

A

1

Cylinder

cover

A

‘

Fuel

valve

I

starting

No 1

No 1

air

valve

valve

No 1

No 1

*3
-0
2
m

°

0

I

1

safety

1

Total
month

srunning hours of M E.

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

Information
Year

Running hours/month

Total running hours
A

A

1

1

0

0

month

Cylinder cover running hours
Jan

Information
Year

Running hours/month

Running hours since

last overhaul
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Feb

Mar

Apr

>

0-:

V0

O

F‘

Numberof working Ien
Spares need

Cylinder cover. Job requirenent card
Tine required to execute the job
Code

Location in E. R.

References

T0013 need

Code

Location in E. R.
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Hork done report
HIV :

Date

umber of working

1
men

Total working hours

Item

Horking hours since

last overhaul

Code

Job carried

'

out by 1
AL

Reason

Results

Remedy

Data of measurement according to instruction

L--..

Comments on procedures

used
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Uork done report

Spore: connuned

Code

2

Quantity
Remaining

rToo1s used condition
1

r__
..
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Consumed

2.0 An application example on pre-performance check.
1. Fig (1) shows a superimposed ideal fuel pressure trace on a

defective fuel pressure trace. Accordingto this basis. certain
faults can be identified and certain data can be extracted bv
measurement. These data should be recorded on a performance

monitoring log sheet for further investigation.
2. Fig (2) shows a real set of fuel pressure traces.

been taken

according to a certain instruction. at a specified load (fuel
setting). for a certain engine.
The traces were comparedwith an ideal traces depicting the

fuel pressure at that load. for further investigation.
Someof the required data are measured up to scale. Results are
written below each trace.

3. Data of each fuel pressure trace is recorded on a data table
from the (PMLS)as shown in Table (1). Investigation
measurement results can be conducted as follows:

of the

Find out the differences between the normal value and
measured value for each parameter. If the differences are
within the limits. data can be recorded on the main
performance monitoring log sheet and any further anticipated
maintenance can be entered on the same sheet. See (Chapter

III. section 5. Figure (6)).
—If the differences are not within the limits, investigation
by using fault finding traces. and performance check-fault
finding table listed in Chapter III. Section (5). Figure
(4) can be conducted. e.g.
- Fuel valve opening pressure (FPO).
Cyl. No. 1, 2. 3. 4. 5 fuel valve spring set too high.
CV1, No. 6 fuel valve spring set too low.
- Maximumfuel pump discharge

pressure

FPHAX.

Cyl. No. 3. 2 are within the acceptable limit
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Cyl. No. 1. 5 are within the acceptable limit but check is

required;
fuel viscosity should not be too low. fuel pump index
setting should not be too low. If these are as required.
maintenance can be anticipated as follows:
fuel valve noizzle slightly worn out or slightly damaged.
leaking fuel valve on fuel Pump. slightlv worn out fuel
Pump internals.

One or more reasons have to be condemned.

and through further investigation

the exact reason maybe

detected.
Cyl. No. 4, 6 maintenance is required and can be conducted

as follows; check fuel valve. replace if it is necessary.
This action can be supported by a check on rate of pressure
rise to make sure that the fuel pumpinternals are not
effected. Check on reflected pressure wave due to fuel valve
closing action to make sure that valve on the fuel pumpis
not leaking.
If this is not the case, the required maintenance should be
conducted on the fuel pump. either to replace the pumpvalve
or the pumpinternals. The right action can be coordinated

with the latest trace results.
N.B. It is necessary that the pre-performance check results
are investigated. and reasons for faults are remedied before
any further action concerning cylinder pressure condition
is taken except taking traces for the purpose of improving
judgement.
2.1 An application example on performance check.
1. Fig. (3) shows a superimposed ideal trace of cylinder

pressure on a defected cylinder pressure trace. According to

this basis certain faults can be identified and certain data
can be extracted by measurement. These data should be recorded

on performancemonitoring log sheet for further investigation.
2. Fig. (4) shows a real set of cylinder pressure traces which
have been taken according to a certain instruction. at a
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specified load (full setting). for a certain engine. The traces
were comparedwith an ideal trace depicting the cvlinder

pressure at that load. for further investigation.
Someof the required data are measured up to scale. Results are
written below each trace.

3. By recording data of each cylinder pressure trace on a data
table from the (PHLS). as shown in Table (2), investigation of
the measurement results can be conducted as follows:
- Find out the mean value for each parameter through the six

cylinder readings, allowable deviation for each
parameter.

total

IKW. and SKWfrom the concerned graph.

- It is vital that the values are dealt with in sequence
shown in (Chapter III. Section 5. Figure'5).For
example an unacceptable deviation in PC may be the
reason for a deviation in PM].
- If the deviation for each parameter is acceptable, data can
be recorded on main performance log sheet, and any further
anticipated maintenance can be entered on the same sheet
(refer to Fig. 6. (Chapter 111. Section 5).

If the deviations are not acceptable, investigation can be
conducted using fault finding traces and the fault finding
tables. which are most often provided in the engine maker's
instruction manuals.
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fable (1) of performance monitoring log sheet

Fuel pressure trace
Cyl.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Norm

Limits

pro

400

416

380

400

393

322

350

3 10

1? Max

619

672

660

556

610

593

650

* 30

cl Po

-

1.1 -

0.4 -

1.2 -

0.5 -

0.5 k 4.4

-

4



Ar/Aer

-

-

-

-

-

-

-



Inject.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-



period

Table (2) of performance monitoring log sheet

Cylinder pressure trace
Cyl.

2

3

4

5

6

Allowable

Mean

P max-Pc 13.00

14.00

15.30

15.00

15.70

15.80

Max V. 11

14.8

pc

44.30

46.0

45.7

45.5

46.00

44.60

2 1

45.40

cx'pmax

15.6

16.5

15.0

15.3

15.0

14.4

¢ 05

15.56

Pmax

57.30

60.0

61.00

60.50

62.50

60.40

5 2

60 20

Pexp

37.0

30.50

30.70

36.00

30.20

36.20

i 1

37.7

rpz

39

39.5

39

39

39.3

37

t 1

41.5

449°C

435°C

425°C

431°C

444°C

449°C

3 20

430.03

waxy

1

PHI
Ixw

Total

9.00
1104

IRW

0.30

1104

6846

Prom graph

!§E;_______2;§§

1 at

5

:01 Read 44

0.45

1103

n_

st

9.00

1112

0.75
1151

0.45

- Total

36

5

0

44

39

42

—-

Egg

7
44

0.67
1141

SKW

2.7
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1 0.5

1112

Engine data reference
-3.5

Deviation

117 R.P.M

3.0 Operator experience with vibration monitoring.
To demonstrate the practice of vibration analysis as a
diagnostic tool. the following case histories are presented.
Each case history depicts a different methodof vibration
analysis. They were selected to demonstrate the variety of
diagnostic paths available based upon the data gathered and the

instrumentation utilized. In each case. significant financial
savings were realized by pinpointing and identifying problems

before major unit failure. All operating characteristics of a
particular machine must be knownin order to identify areas
from which harmful vibration amplitudes may originate.
Machinerydescription is an essential element of the analytic
process. (4)

3.1 Vibration analysis utilizing an x-y signature plot.
Figure (1) is a signature plot of the female lobe bearing of a
rotary compressor. The unit was operating below ¢apacity and
making excessive noise. A shoreside team was called in to take

a signature plot.
Machinery ID —Rotary air compressor.

- Speeds: male lobe shaft - 1800 CPMcycle Per minute.
—Female lobe shaft

- 1200 CPM.

- Teeth: male lobe - 4.
- Teeth: female lobe - 6.

- Shaft bearings - Angular contact ball bearings.
- Numberof balls/bearing - 12.

Instrumentation:
- IRDmodel 350 vibration analyzer with X-y recorder.
—Velocity pickup with magnetic mount.
—Frequency range of plot 500-500.000 CPU.
—Amplitude range of plot 0.0-1.0 in/sec.
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Analysis:
(1) Broad band filter

out readings were excessive in the

vertical and horizontal directions.
(2) Major vibration amplitudes were appearing at 60.000 CPM
with significant peaks at 17.000; 14.000; and 7.500 CPH.

Conclusions:
The major amplitude at 60.000 CPMwas caused by improper
meshing of the male and female lobe teeth. when the unit was
opened up for inspection. the lobes of the male and female
rotors were found to be damaged. The harmonic pattern would
work out as follows:

(a) The 6 lobe rotor shows up first
since

at approximately 7,500 CPM

6 lobes x 1.200 CPM- 7.200 CPM.

(b) The 4 lobe rotor coincides with this since 4 lobes x 1.800
CPM - 7.200

(c) The predominant frequency of 60.000 CPMis the eighth
harmonic of 7.200 CPM.

Corrective action:
The faulty lobe rotors were replaced. (4)

3.2 Vibration analysis using a hand held tunable filter

meter

Figure (2) is a representative sample of monthly vibration
readings (unfiltered) for a ship's service turbo generator. The
unit was operating satisfactorily. but the chief engineer was
concerned with the increase in vibration amplitude at test
point no. 1. the end bearing. Since the shipboard meter was
equipped with a filter. the chief engineer used it to determine
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that the predominant frequency was at 9.200 CPU. Which 18 the

rotating speed of the turbine shaft.
Machinery ID:

ship's service turbo generator.

- Speed: turbine shaft 9.200 CPM.
- Generator shaft - 3.600 CPM.

- Bhaft bearings: sleeve type journal bearing.
- Number: 6.

Instrumentation:
—IRDmodel 320 vibration selector with tunable filter
velocity transducer pick up with magnetic mount.

Analysis:
(1)

Filter out readings for bearing/test point no. 1 were
above normal.

(2)

By using the tunable filter. the ship's staff determined
the predominant vibration frequency to be equal to the

rotating speed of the turbine. Since the other test points
were normal. the chief engineer decided to open and

inspect the no. 1 bearing assembly.

The inspection revealed excessive clearance in the thrust
ring color plate which is adjacent to the bearing.
Conclusion:

The mechanical looseness of the thrust plate caused an
exitation of the No 1 bearing.

Corrective action:
The thrust plate was renewed on 05 June 1981. Note that

the vibration readings taken on that date after repairs
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had been made indicate

a dramatic improvement in the

vibration signature of the machine (4).

3.3 Vibration analysis demonstrating external environmental

vibration
Environmental vibration is vibration with a source other than
operation of the machine or unit on which it is observed.
Figure (3) is a shipboard example of vibration readings taken
on a main sea water circulating pump.
Whenthe readings were first taken. the chief engineer became

alarmed at the level of unfiltered vibration at test point No
3, the top motor bearing. Ha utilized a filter to determine
that the predominant frequency was approximately 500 CPHwhile
underway. but was approximately 700 CPMwhile in port.
Machinery ID: Main sea water circulating
capacity 29 cub. meters

pump

. motor HP: 60

shaft

speed: 700 CPM

Instrumentation:
- IRDModel320 vibration selector with tunable filter
velocity transducer pick-up with magnetic mount.
Analysis:

(1) The unfiltered vibration readings at test point No 3
increased from 0.3 in/sec in port to 0.5 —0.7 in/sec
underway at 104 shaft

CPU.

(2) By use of the tunable filter,

the ship's staff discovered

that the predominant frequency underway was 500 CPHs
which was equal to the blade passing frequency of the main

propeller. In port, the predominant frequency of 700 CPU
was equal to the speed of the machine.
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Conclusion:
- The increase in vibration while underway was caused by

externally exited environmental vibrations generated by
the Propeller (4).
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CHAPTER VII

1.0 Conclusion

In pursuing a balanced maintenance system it is necessary to
design a scheme which will unite planned maintenance.
corrective maintenance and condition based maintenance in a

coherent plan fitted with the operating constraints of the
vessel. The overall aim is to prevent failure and improve the

availability of ship's machinery.
Planned maintenance can do muchto achieve high reliability.
but the cost will be rather more replacements than would be

necessary if the failures are allowed to occur.
Too frequent maintenance may also contribute to unnecessary
loss of availability.
and may even make the maintenance

situation worse by introducing additional faults.
Condition monitoring cannot eliminate the maintenance work. but

by foretelling the failures it can makeit possible to plan the
preventive work into scheduled downtime. This should lead to
higher working efficiency and hence some saving of labour

costs.
There are several approaches to condition monitoring. They are
not mutually exclusive. A condition based maintenance system
will require a mixture of two or more of them. Therefore it is
essential to find or develop condition monitoring methods which
can provide sufficient leadtime to permit orderly managementof
maintenance.

- Vibration analysis techniques can predict changes and
impending failures before they becomeserious or even
disastrous. Furthermore. subsequent analysis of the vibration
enables its sources to be located without dismantling a machine

or structure.
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Although vibration analysis is not a panacea for all
engineering problems. it can be an exceptionally useful aid for
solving and removing most of them.

- Experience with use of the performance monitoring system has
shownthat the efficiency of operation of marine diesel engines
can be improved. and engine moving parts condition can be

reflected. Simultaneously with use of torsion meter as a means
for shaft power calculation. a worthwhile contribution to an
energy-conservation programmecan be achieved.

- Shorebased laboratory results for lub oil analysis can play
an important part in the successful condition monitoring for
machinery internal condition.
- A well designed and organized spare parts and stock control
policy is important when failures are prevented by the use of a
preventive maintenance system.

—An efficient fuel oil treatment system. assisted by shore
based and onboard fuel oil testing programme,appropriate fuel
oil consumption measuring equipment. and appropriate fuel oil
additive are very important to ensure that a good quality of

fuel is burnt in the diesel engine.
2.0 Recommendation

1. For new ships

. Every new ship should be provided with the following:
. Planned maintenance and spare parts control system.
‘together with the required documentation such as job card,

feed back reports. etc. It should be easy to operate.
based on similarity to the system that will be used.
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. Condition monitoring
a) Amongprotection systems for main engine. condition
monitoring should be comprised of piston ring wear
monitoring system, and thermal load monitoring system.
performance monitoring system. if possible with necessary

software describing the trend graph equations. engine
specifications. mathematical model of the engine.
including the effects on performance of outside influences
such as ambient temperature. fuel specific energy value.
etc. The output from the computer could be displayed in
terms of percentage deviations. trend graphs. and
specific fuel consumption.
system: for lubrication oils of machinery
and rotating machinery vibration. The external
vibration and internal vibration signature should be
taken during seatrials for the purpose of base line
reference signature.

b) Sample analysis

. Torsion meter as a means for calculating shaft horse
power for the purpose of mechanical evaluation and
overload protection provided with an on—line ship
performance monitoring system will help to match the
engine load. engine RPM.ship's trim and weather
condition together at a minimumfuel consumption, when

ships are fitted with fixed pitch propellers.
Propeller pitch, engine RPM.ship's speed. ship's trim
and weather condition together at a minimumfuel
consumptionwhenships are fitted with variable pitch

propellers.
Universal characteristic curves depicting the ideal
relationship between the following parameter changes;
propeller load. engine RPM.ship's speed. fuel
consumption. propeller efficiency and engine
efficiency within the main engine load limit. However,
-113

these will provide means for validation of main
engine condition. and ship's underwater hull condition.
An efficient fuel oil treatment system with a minimum
numberof three purifiers, provided with onboard fuel
testing equipment. supplemented with the shore based
fuel analysis programme.

2.2 For existing ships:
For every ship it is necessary to do the following:
inventory of spares. tools on board:
inventory of instruction manuals, drawing and arrange to
supply the missing;
revise technical records to extrapolate failure modesand
machinery being exposed to;
survey the fuel and lubrication oil treatment system

efficiency and quantify the required installation cost:
survey the fuel consumption measurementsystem reliability
for use:
quantify the cost of providing each ship with:
on—line ship performance monitoring system;
torsion meter and engine performance monitoring system:
establishment of planned maintenance;
vibration measurement intrument, and use of consultant to

implementvibration analysis as a condition monitoring
exclusively for rotating machines;
piston ring wear monitoring and thermal load monitoring
systems
Once the above mentioned are achieved, ships can be treated as
follows:

. All ships should have an efficient

fuel and lubrication

treatment system with a minimumnumber of two fuel oil

Purifiers.

All ships should have a reliable
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fuel measurement system.

. To follow a policy that will compromise between preventive

maintenance and corrective maintenance possibility costs as
far as the failure risk and consequential cost is concerned.
. To establish spare parts and stock control policy for each
ship.

lt should be noted that fault diagnostic instrumentation alone.
no matter howadvanced or sophisticated. will not give the
direct answer to a problem. Even the most expensive equipment
in the wrong hands could be virtually impotent. Therefore. it
is necessary to establish up-dating courses for both ship and
shore staff in the following areas:
fuel handling.
. maintenance management.

ship machinery development.
computer technology.

vibration analysis. and
hydraulic systems handling and maintenance
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GLOSSARY

Analyzer. An analyzer is an instrument that decomposes a time
varying signal into its frequency components.

Background Noise. Background noise is the total of all

interference in a system used for the production. detection.
measurement. or recording of a signal which exists
independently of the presence of the signal.
Barred range. A range of rotational speeds over which
continuous operation is to be avoided because of large

torsional vibratory stress.
Blending. Blending is intimate mixing of the various components

in the preparation of a product of specified properties.
Broad-BandVibration. Broad-band vibration is vibration having
frequency components distributed over a broad frequency band.

Catalyst. Catalyst is a substance used to accelerate or retard
chemical change without itself undergoing significant change.

Catalyst Fines. Catalyst fines are small (typically less than
50 micron) particles of catalyst aluminium silicate which may
be present in residues from a catalytic cracking plant.
Carbonaceous. Carbonaceous is an organic matter.

Compatibility.

Compatibility means. when blending two or more

fuels from different crude origins or refinery processes. great
care must be taken that resultant blend is a homogenousmixture
in which asphaltenes remain in stable equilibrium i.e. in

suspension. If resultant fuel precipitates asphaltenes. the
components are incompatible.
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C 8 H (Continuous Ship Machinery Survey)

Cracking. Cracking is a conversion of molecular structure of a

fuel to provide lighter oils from heavier. carried out either
directly

by heat and pressure (thermal) or in Presence of

catalyst (catalytic).
Critical speed. Critical speed is a speed of a rotating system
at which a resonant frequency of the system is excited.
Cycle. A cycle is one of a series

of complete sequence of

events which repeat at regular intervals.
Damping. Dampingis the dissipation

of energy with time or

distance.
Diluent. Diluent means. in fuel oil blending. low viscosity
materials having suitably high flash points used to reduce the

viscosities of residues.
Excitation. Excitation is an external force (or other input)
applied to a system that causes the system to respond.

Filter. A filter is a device for separating waves on the basis
of their frequency. It introduces relatively small insertion
loss to waves in one or more frequency bands and relatively

large insertion loss to waves of other frequencies.
Harmonic. A harmonic is a sinusoidal function with a frequency
which is an integral multiple of the fundamental frequency.
Harmonic Analysis. Harmonic analysis is the process by which
the amplitude and phase of the harmonics of a vibration are
determined.

Heptane. Heptane is an alkaline hydrocarbon.
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Narrow-bandVibration. Narrow-bandvibration is vibration
having frequency components only within a narrow-band. It has
the appearance of a sine wave whose amplitude Vﬂfieﬂ in On
unpredictable manner.

Noise. Noise is any undesired signal. By extension. noise is
any unwanted disturbance within a useful frequency band such as
undesired electric waves in a transmission channel or device.
Order. Order is the frequency of a vibration divided by speed.

Oscillation. Oscillation is the variation. usually with time.
above and below a mean value.

Oxidation. Oxidation is the reaction of a substance with
OXYQOH .

Peak-to-peak value. The peak—to-peakvalue of vibrating
quantity is the algebraic difference between the extremes of
the quantity.

Period. Period is the interval of time required for a periodic
motion or phenomenonto complete a cycle or repeat itself.

Polymerisation. Polymerisation is the combination of several
molecules to form a more complex molecule having the same

empirical formula as the simpler ones. It is often a reversible
PFOCO38 .

Resonance. Resonance of a system in forced vibration exists
when a small change in excitation frequency causes a reduction
in response to the system.
Response. The response of a device or system is the motion (or

other output) resulting from an excitation (stimulus) under
-118

specitied conditions.
Residue. Residue is the material remaining as an unevavbrated

liquid (or solid) from a process involving destillation
cracking.

or

Signature. The signature of a machine or system is the

vibration patterns which characterizes it. The baseline
signature is that which characterizes the machine when it is
new or in its best working condition.
Spectro-chemical Analysis. Any of a number of techniques using
spectrometric measurements to determine the presence and/or
concentration of elemental or molecular constituents in a
sample.

Thermal cracking (visbreaking). A cracking process in which the
reaction is prompted purely by the action of heat and pressure.

Transducer (Pickup). A transducer is a device which converts
shock or vibratory motion into an optical, mechanical, or. most
omnmonly.electrical signal which is proportional to a physical
parameter of the motion.
V I T (Variable Injection Timing).

Vibration. Vibration is any Periodic or randomoscillation
mechanical system.

.
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